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Dynamic Facility Location with Stochastic Demand and Congestion
Masoud Madani
In this thesis, we study a multi-periodic facility location problem with stochas-
tic demand to determine the optimal location, capacity selection and demands
allocation of facilities within distinct time periods, while, each facility contains
a server with a limited capacity. It causes facilities to experience a period of
congestion, when not all arriving demands can be served immediately. Cus-
tomers that arrive in this period might await service in a queue. This thesis
perspective incorporates customers waiting costs as part of the objective. In this
case, facilities do not utilize whole of the established capacity to ensure a maxi-
mum waiting time of the allocated customers. Firstly, a mathematical model is
presented for a dynamic facility location problem with stochastic demand and
congestion. The problem is setup as a network of spatially distributed queues
and formulated as a nonlinear mixed integer program (MINLP). To transform
the nonlinear congestion function to a piecewise linear, a linearization method
is adapted. This method adds a set of inequalities to the model. We show that
lifting this set of inequalities, with keeping generality of the method, reduces
CPU times up to 3.5 times, on average. Moreover, a decent heuristic is proposed
to solve the problem. Computational experiments indicate that the heuristic re-
sults in less costly solutions than them obtained by CPLEX algorithms, in 58%
of relatively-difficult test problems.
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The ubiquity of locational decision-making has led to a strong interest in location
analysis and modeling within the operations research and management science
communities. The long and voluminous history of location research results from
several factors. First, location decisions are frequently made at all levels of hu-
man organization from individuals and households to firms, government agen-
cies and even international agencies. Second, such decision are often strategic in
nature. That is, they involve large sums of capital resources and their economic
effects are long term. Third, they frequently impose economic externalities such
as pollution, economic development, congestion, etc. For an introduction to ba-
sics of this topic, the reader referred to the texts by Drezner (1996), Hamacher
and Drezner (2002), Daskin (2011) and Laporte, Nickel, and Gama (2015).
The mathematical science of facility locating has attracted much attention in
discrete and continuous optimization over nearly last four decades. Facility lo-
cation problems locate a set of new facilities (resources) to minimize the cost of
satisfying some set of demands (of the customers) with respect to some set of
constraints. In basic facility location problems, this cost is consist of two pa-
rameters; establishment cost of new facilities (also called location cost or fixed
cost) and transportation cost from facilities to customers (also called allocation
cost or variable cost). The basic components of location-allocation problems can
be thought to consist of facilities, locations, and customers. The type of a facil-
ity is another important property, in the simplest case, all the facilities are sup-
posed to be identical with respect to their size and the kind of service they offer.
However, it is often necessary to locate facilities that differ from one another
(Farahani and Hekmatfar, 2009). Investigators have focused on both algorithms
and formulations in diverse settings in both the private sectors (e.g., industrial
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plants, banks, retail facilities, etc.) and the public sectors (e.g., hospitals, post
stations, etc.). The study of location theory started formally in 1909 when Weber
considered how to locate a single warehouse in order to minimize the total dis-
tance between the warehouse and several customers. After that, location theory
was driven by a few applications. Location theory gained researchers’ interest
again in 1964 with a publication by Hakimi (1964), who wanted to locate switch-
ing centers in a communications network and police stations in a highway sys-
tem. Facility location books are numerous. Francis, McGinnis, and White (1992)
introduced some prevalent models such as single/multi facility location prob-
lems, quadratic assignment location problems (QAP) and covering problems.
Mirchandani and Francis (1990) wrote about discrete location theory. The net-
work based location theory book by Daskin (1995) focused on discrete location
problems. Drezner (1995) represented some models and applications in location
environments. Hamacher and Drezner (2002) published a book about the theory
and applications of facility location.
The term "facility" is used in its broadest sense. That is, it is meant to in-
clude entities such as distribution centres (DCs), air and maritime ports, facto-
ries, warehouses, retail outlets, schools, hospitals, bus stops, subway stations,
electronic switching centres, computer concentrators and terminals, rain gages,
emergency warning sirens, and satellites, to name but a few that have been ana-
lyzed in the research literature. The term “location problem” refers to the mod-
eling, formulation, and solution of a class of problems that can best be described
as locating facilities in some given spaces. Deployment, positioning, and locat-
ing are frequently used as synonymous. There are differences between location
and layout problems: the facilities in location problems are small relative to the
space in which they are sited and the interaction among facilities may occur; but
in layout problems, the facilities to be located are large relative to the space in
which they are positioned, and the interaction among facilities is common.
1.1.2 Congestion, why it is important
Traditionally, logistics analysts have divided decision levels into strategic, tacti-
cal and operational (Miranda and Garrido, 2006). There are also three important
decisions within a supply chain: facilities location decisions; inventory manage-
ment decisions; and distribution decisions (Shen and Qi, 2007). For example, in
a distribution network,we could mention location of Distribution centers(DCs)
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as a strategic decision, distribution decisions as a tactical decision and inven-
tory service level as a tactical or operational decision. Often, for modeling pur-
poses, these levels are considered separately, and this may conduce to make
non-optimal decisions, since in reality there is interaction between the different
levels (Miranda and Garrido, 2006). For example, most well-studied location
models do not consider inventory costs, and shipment costs are estimated by
direct shipping. Although one may argue that tactical inventory replenishment
decisions and shipment schemes are not at the strategic level, and we should
not consider them in the strategic planning phase, failure to take the related in-
ventory and shipment costs into consideration when deciding the locations of
facilities can lead to sub-optimality, since strategic location decisions have a big
impact on inventory and shipment costs (Shen and Qi, 2007). In this end, in ad-
dition to the generic facility location setup, also other areas such as allocation,
capacity acquisition, procurement, production, inventory and routing have to
be considered (Cordeau, Pasin, and Solomon, 2006). As Klose and Drexl (2005)
state, researchers have focused relatively early on the design of distribution sys-
tems but without considering the supply chain as a whole.
On the other hand, firms would like to consider cost and service levels si-
multaneously. Due to competitiveness of today’s global business environment,
one of the most critical considerations in distribution network design (DND) is
lead time, because it strongly impacts the overall distribution cost and also the
customers contentment. Actually, lead time is viewed as an important perfor-
mance measure that represents the firm’s commitment on customers satisfaction
(Vidyarthi, Elhedhli, and Jewkes, 2009). Part of the planning processes in Supply
chain management (SCM) aims at finding the best possible distribution network
configuration. It is good to have many DCs, since this reduces the cost of trans-
porting product to customers (or retailers) and will provide better service. Also,
it is good to have few DCs, since this reduces the cost of holding inventory via
pooling effects, and reduces the fixed costs associated with operating DCs via
economies of scale (Erlebacher and Meller, 2000). On the basis of the above,
facility location has become a major challenge for firms as they simultaneously
try to reduce costs and improve customer service in today’s increasingly com-
petitive business environment (Daskin, Coullard, and Shen, 2002). Chopra and
Meindl (2010) study network design strategist with various objectives ranging
from low cost to high responsiveness. The goal of cost reduction is to provide
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motivation for centralization of facilities. On the other hand, the goal of cus-
tomer responsiveness is to provide motivation for having goods (or service cen-
ters) as near to the final consumer as possible, with the least waiting time to
receive the required goods (or service). Thus, there is a basic conflict between
these objectives and facility location is a critical decision in finding an effective
balance between them (Nozick and Turnquist, 2001).
As mentioned before, the element which specifies the responsibility and ser-
vice level of a distribution network is lead time (Beamon, 1998). One body of
previous work constituted by the papers of Berman, Larson, and Chiu (1985),
Crainic and Laporte (1997), Owen and Daskin (1998), Jamil, Baveja, and Batta
(1999), Eskigun (2002), Eskigun et al. (2005) and Sourirajan, Ozsen, and Uzsoy
(2007) explicitly considers lead time in network design. In traditional models
that support lead time reduction, customers demands are supposed determinis-
tic and the main objective is minimizing fixed cost of facility location and vari-
able transportation cost (see Dogan and Goetschalckx (1999), Vidal and Goetschal-
ckx (2000), Teo and Shu (2004), Shen (2005), Amiri (2006), Elhedhli and Gzara
(2008), and references therein). Min and Zhou (2002) suggest that future re-
search should obviously consider interaction of logistics cost with lead time.
1.1.3 Dynamic Facility Location
As Ballou (1968) states: "the effect of future time dimensions cannot be neglected
in location analysis." In many situations, several parameters change over time.
Thus, to adapt the configuration of facilities to these parameters, dynamic fa-
cility locations have been interest of researchers since the pioneering work of
Manne (1961). Dynamic models incorporate time. Current, Ratick, and ReVelle
(1998) define two categories of dynamic models: "implicitly" dynamic and "ex-
plicitly" dynamic. Implicitly dynamic models are "static" in the sense that all of
the facilities are to be opened at one time and remain open over the planning
horizon. They are dynamic because they recognize that problem parameters
(e.g., demand) may vary over time and attempt to account for these changes in
the facility location scheme generated. Examples of implicitly dynamic mod-
els include Mirchandani and Odoni (1979), Weaver and Church (1983), Drezner
and Wesolowsky (1991) and Drezner (1995), which consider problems where de-
mand and travel times change over time. Explicitly dynamic models are those
designed for problems where the facilities will be opened (and possible closed)
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over time. Early examples of such problems include Roodman and Schwarz
(1975), Wesolowsky and Truscott (1976), Campbell (1990) and Schilling (1980).
As pointed out by Arabani and Farahani (2012), the notion of what dynamic
means may differ when dealing with different areas of facility location. The de-
cision to open and close facilities over time is related to changes in the problem
parameters over time. Examples of parameters that might change include de-
mand, travel time/cost, facility availability, fixed and variable costs, profit and
the number of facilities to be opened. Owen and Daskin (1998) and Farahani,
Abedian, and Sharahi (2009) review a survey on dynamic facility location prob-
lem (FLP). To approach these problems, multi-period location models have been
proposed in the literature. In these models, the planning horizon is divided into
several time periods. Most dynamic FLPs can be seen as multi-periodic exten-
sions of classical location problems (Jena, Cordeau, and Gendron, 2015). Such a
planning horizon leads to several achievements including appropriate timing of
location decisions and adjustable anticipation of favorable/unfavorable fluctu-
ations (Miller et al., 2007).
1.1.4 Facility Location with Congestion
Multi-period planning could also be combined with stochasticity. This is the
situation when the probabilistic behavior of the uncertain parameters changes
itself over time (Melo, Nickel, and Saldanha-Da-Gama, 2009). Snyder (2006)
reviews the literature on stochastic and robust facility location models, where
costs, demands, travel times and other inputs to the classical models might be
highly uncertain. If these uncertain parameters includes the both of demands
and service time of customers, while facilities are capacitated, this circumstance
leads to congestion, where some of the arriving demands cannot be served im-
mediately and must wait in queue for the service (Berman and Krass, 2001).
Huang, Batta, and Nagi (2005) is one of the first to explicitly model the effect
of congestion in location problems. Queuing aspects of the problem is consid-
ered by Larson (1974), Berman, Larson, and Chiu (1985), Marianov and ReVelle
(1996), Arkat and Jafari (2016), Alijani et al. (2017), Ahmadi-Javid and Hosein-
pour (2017) and Zaferanieh and Fathali (2017). Applications of these models
range from public service facilities such as hospital, medical clinics and govern-
ment offices, to private facilities such as retail stores or repair shops. Several
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of these applications are listed in table 1.1. One of the most significant appli-
cation areas FLP with congestion is distribution network design of emergency
service facilities, such as hospitals, fire stations, police stations or ambulances,
where lack of immediate demands satisfactions could be disastrous (Marianov
and ReVelle, 1996).
1.1.5 Impact of congestion on facility location decisions
Regarding congestion cost as an element of total cost rises new considerations
as decision criteria. One of the common observations in congested networks is
that service providers do not utilize all of the established capacity of distribution
facilities. As mentioned before, in real world problems, many parameters such
as customer demands and taken provider’s time to satisfy each demand are un-
certain, when the capacity of distribution facilities is limited. Consequently, it is
possible that a customer (demand) arrives to a provider’s facility when the fa-
cility is occupied by another customer (or issuing another demand). As a result,
the customer (demand) must wait in a queue or would be lost for the system.
Thus, the established capacity would be more than the predicted workload in
each distribution facility. In other words, in a congestion network, distribution
facilities consider a safety zone in determination of capacities to avoid corrup-
tion and improve the responsiveness of the network. As much as the uncer-
tainty escalates, the ideal quantity of this safety zone increases. Therefore, in a
congested distribution network design, the established potential of the network
is higher than the aggregation of predicted demands, while, such a determina-
tion is counted fruitless or even counterproductive in traditional network design
without concern of lead time.
Long waiting times in distribution facilities are counted as inefficiency of a
network. Such a decision criteria brings new considerations to locational deci-
sions. One of the most essential considerations, among others, is the utilization
of distribution facilities which should be discriminated from the capacity es-
tablished for the facility. Facility utilization strategies or workload allocation
strategies are scrutinized in congested networks to arrange efficient distribution
networks with concern of lead time. Usually, these strategies are driven by ur-
gency level of the product/service being provided in the network. For example,
high urgency level of the product/service leads to centralization of the propor-
tions of facilities utilization (allocation workload / established capacity). It is
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observed that in distribution networks of highly urgent products/services, the
proportions of utilization are relatively normally distributed, while, in it of less
urgent products/services, diverse utilizations are more common among distri-
bution facilities, i.e. several facilities might be substantially more congested than
others.
In mathematical modeling perspective, usually, there is not any additional
decision variable to incorporate congestion into the classic facility location prob-
lem. In most of the FLP with congestion addressed in the literature, as well as
the classic FLP, decision variables are routing and flow variables which repre-
sent facility establishment in candidate locations and their allocation to demand
zones, respectively. However, in FLP with congestion, these variables are deter-
mined with some additional criteria. Therefore, they deliver more inclusive as-
sumptions. Actually, determining the fixed cost location and variable allocation
decisions specifies the congestion, implicitly. Thus, there a strong correlation
between traditional concepts of FLP and the new congestion-relative concepts
such as proportion (or percent) of capacity utilization, allocated workload to a
facility, congestion cost, average waiting time for each demand (customer) and
so on. Moreover, in contrast with the mathematical model representing a classic
FLP, the model which represents it with congestion is a nonlinear model. These
factors make solving congested FLPs noticeably more challenging.
1.1.6 Contribution of the research
This research studies a strategical problem which is a dynamic facility loca-
tion problem, while demand arrivals and general service time in facilities are
under Poisson distribution. The objective of this problem seeks to simultane-
ously determine the location and capacity of facilities and allocate stochastic
customers demands to facilities by minimizing the fixed cost of establishing fa-
cilities, equipping them with sufficient capacity and the variable cost of serving
customers, in addition of congestion cost and transportation cost between de-
mand zones and facility locations, for whole of the planning horizon divided
into consecutive time periods. Considering congestion cost as an element of
the total cost leads the problem to a mixed integer nonlinear program (MINLP).
Having dealt with a nonlinear model, it is not possible to obtain the optimal
solution by usual optimization solvers. Thus, as the same as several of previ-
ous researches on similar problems, a linearization method is introduced with
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controllable approximation gap. As a result, a lower bound (LB) and an up-
per bound (UB) are provided for the optimal solution value. Moreover, due to
the complexity of the program and also, the massiveness of large-scaled net-
works, it is a challenge to estimate a tight bound in an appropriate time, even by
state-of-are solvers. Although the fact that either traditional solution methods or
default configuration of general solvers are able to provide generally-accepted
bounds in reasonable times, the strategic nature of this decision motivates us to
investigate modern solution methods to achieve tighter bounds for the optimal
solution value of the problem.
The contributions of this research are in various aspects as follows;
• Mathematical modeling: Firstly, a mathematical model for the problem is
presented. To the best of our knowledge, it is the first time that congestion
consideration is modeled for a dynamic version of facility location prob-
lem. In addition, a linearization method is adapted for the model. Thus,
this thesis is an explicit extension of the two following papers;
– Vidyarthi, Elhedhli, and Jewkes, 2009, which studies a single-period
facility location with stochastic demands and congestion
– Jena, Cordeau, and Gendron, 2015, which presents a generalized mod-
ular formulation for dynamic facility location problems
– Elhedhli, 2005, which introduces a piecewise linearization that is solved
by a cutting plane method
• Formulation tightening: As the proposed model is nonlinear, a piece-
wise linearization method is adapted which transforms the MINLP model
into MIP and approximates the original optimal solution value -optimally.
One of the impacts of this method is that several new sets of constraints
with inequality form are added to the model. In this research, one set of
these inequalities is lifted to tighten the formulation of the MIP model. In
other words, a new technique is presented that is an explicit contribution
to the linearization method introduced by Elhedhli, 2005. As is shown in
the numerical result, this lifting tightens the LP relaxation of the model
tremendously and results in expedition in the LB estimation, so that the
problem could be solved more than 3.5 times faster, on average. It means
that the CPU times taken to solve the tightened model is averagely less
than 28% of it for the traditional model. As a consequence, in a given time,
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a proper LB could be obtained for larger networks (or more difficult prob-
lems in any aspect). Also, for a same problem, a higher LB could be earned
within an equal time.
• Heuristic solution methods: At the end, a heuristic method is introduced
to attain close-to-optimal solutions in considerably less time than exact
methods. Comparison of the heuristically obtained solution with the bounds
calculated exactly in medium/large-scaled problems demonstrates the qual-
ity of the heuristic. Thus, for very large-scaled problems, the heuristic
methods could be employed to approximate the optimal solution with a
reasonable time limitation, when the traditional solution are not able to
provide even a feasible solution. In strategical problems, the quality of so-
lution are superior to solving time. So, the main benefit of this heuristic
is that it results in obtaining solutions with less cost in several test prob-
lems. As is indicated in the last chapter, in 58% of relatively difficult test
problems, the best known solution is obtained by the heuristic.
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1.2 Literature Review
A related branch of literature considers models in which the facilities may be
unable to provide service due to facility disruptions (Bundschuh, Klabjan, and
Thurston (2003); Berman, Krass, and Menezes (2007); Snyder and Daskin (2005);
Zarrinpoor, Fallahnezhad, and Pishvaee (2018)) or link failure (Nel and Col-
bourn (1990); Eiselt, Gendreau, and Laporte (1992)). One of the new approaches
to study FLP in distribution networks is considering traffic congestion. Exam-
ples of these models are addressed by Bai et al. (2011) and Jouzdani, Sadjadi,
and Fathian (2013). In the following, several parts of the literature are intro-
duced that mostly focus on the congestion impacted by facility location.
1.2.1 Problem Objective
Facility location models with congestion are also classified by the goal of the
problem. As an example, one of classes is consist of Coverage models, which aim
to design a system providing sufficient service to customers. Typically, the objec-
tive of these models is to maximize the captured demands. As a consequence,
they enforce each customers to travel to the closest available facility (Berman,
Krass, and Wang, 2006). Among the very first of such models in the literature,
Daskin (1982), ReVelle and Hogan (1989), Ball and Lin (1993), Baron, Berman,
and Krass (2008), Berman and Drezner (2006), Moghadas and Kakhki (2011)
and Marianov and Serra (1998) could be mentioned. It is shown that under
quite general conditions, the optimal facility configuration is one that ensures
that each facility sees (approximately) the same demand (Baron, Berman, and
Krass, 2008). This important insight for coverage-type models motivated Baron
et al. (2007), Berman et al. (2009) and Suzuki and Drezner (2009) to study "Eq-
uitable Location Problems", there is, a deterministic problem seeking to locate
a set of facilities so that the attracted demand is distributed as evenly as possi-
ble. Amid case studies, Silva and Serra (2016) address an emergency services
location problem with different queuing priorities.
1.2.2 Service Level
Another category of location models with congestion is Service-Objective models,
which seek designing a system that optimizes customer service with limited
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TABLE 1.1: Applications of balanced-objective models mentioned
in the literature
Application Reference
Seifbarghy and Mansouri (2016)
bank branches and automated banking machines Aboolian, Berman, and Drezner (2008)
Pasandideh and Chambari (2010)
Wang, Batta, and Rump (2002)
automobile emission testing stations Castillo, Ingolfsson, and Sim (2009)
virtual call centres Castillo, Ingolfsson, and Sim (2009)
web service providers’ facilities Aboolian, Sun, and Koehler (2009)
proxy/mirror servers in communication networks Wang, Batta, and Rump (2004)
waterborne containerized imports Jula and Leachman (2011)
Leachman and Jula (2011)
Huang, Batta, and Nagi (2005)
distribution centres(DCs) in supply chains Vidyarthi and Jayaswal (2014)
Vidyarthi, Elhedhli, and Jewkes (2009)
Vidyarthi and Kuzgunkaya (2015)
medical clinics and preventive health care facilities Zhang et al. (2010)
Zhang, Berman, and Verter (2009)
Zhang, Berman, and Verter (2012)
resources. Thus, in these models, available service capacity is specified through
constraints, rather than through the objective function term. Among the paper
which addressed such models, Drezner and Drezner (2011) and Hamaguchi and
Nakade (2010) could be mentioned. Since service level is typically defined as
the combination of travel and congestion cost, in these models, congestion is
regarded in objective function. Due to the fact that the congestion term involved
in objective function only measures the aggregate congestion, several authors
(see Boffey, Galvão, and Marianov (2010), Marianov and Serra (2011), Marianov,
Boffey, and Galvão (2009) and Wang, Batta, and Rump (2002)) impose service
level constraints to ensure that congestion is controlled by each facility.
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1.2.3 Balance Orientation
Balanced-Objective models are presented in modern approaches in this field, in
sake of a social optimum in the designed distribution network, there is, the
costs of service facility and the corresponding capacity establishment are re-
garded in the objective function, as well as travel and congestion costs that
charge customers. Such models are pointed in Castillo, Ingolfsson, and Sim
(2009), Elhedhli and Hu (2005), Elhedhli (2006), Kim (2013), Marianov and Ríos
(2000), Vidyarthi and Jayaswal (2014) and Jayaswal and Vidyarthi (2017). In
these models, customers accept the directed assignments to optimize social wel-
fare, even if this lead to assignments that are suboptimal from individual cus-
tomers’ point of view. Aboolian, Berman, and Drezner (2008) and Abouee-
Mehrizi et al. (2011) introduce models which incorporate customers response to
the issue. Pasandideh and Chambari (2010) propose a bi-objective model to ap-
proach the balanced-oriented facility location problems within queuing frame-
work. Rabieyan and Seifbarghy (2010) formulate profitability in FLP with con-
gestion, while just a subset of stochastic demands is satisfied and the objective
is maximizing the total benefit. Wang, Batta, and Rump (2004) present three
models for FLP with congestion with different perspectives, that of (i) the ser-
vice provider (wishing to limit costs of setup and operating servers), (ii) the
customers (wishing to limit costs of accessing and waiting for service), and (iii)
both the service provider and the customers combined. In all cases, a minimum
level of service quality is ensured by imposing an upper bound on the server
utilization rate at a service facility. Seifbarghy and Mansouri (2016) consider the
quality of the service provided in server facilities experiencing M/M/1 queuing
policy, in addition of the cost and time. Fischetti, Ljubic´, and Sinnl (2016) as-
sume the customer allocation cost to be a linear or separable convex quadratic
function. Hajipour et al. (2016) propose a multi-objective FLP with congestion
using classical queuing systems. They consider three objective functions aiming
at: (1) minimizing the sum of aggregate travel and waiting times; (2) minimiz-
ing the cost of establishing the facilities; and (3) minimizing the maximum idle
probability of the facilities. The problem is formulated as a multi-objective non-
linear integer mathematical programming model. Tavakkoli-Moghaddam et al.
(2017) consider situations in which immobile service facilities are congested by
a stochastic demand following M/M/m/k queues.
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According to the nature of the problem under study in this thesis, the presented
model is classified as balanced-objective. Thus, a detailed literature review of pre-
sented solutions for these categories of congested location problems is demon-
strated in the following. Furthermore, table 1.1 is provided to indicate several
papers with case study which involve this category of congestion models.
1.2.4 Solution Methods
Immobile facility location problems with congestion regarding the both providers’
and customers’ cost in the objective function (balanced-objective) are approached
via two typical models. The first one is addressed by Castillo, Ingolfsson, and
Sim (2009), who assume an M/M/1 queuing system and the facilities and use
the average number of customers in the system. It leads to a Mixed Integer
Programming (MIP) problem with a single concave term in the objective. Shen
(2005) proposes a Lagrangian Relaxation method to solve it, while, Aboolian,
Berman, and Krass (2007) presented a piecewise linear approximation. Hijazi,
Bonami, and Ouorou (2013) show that this approximation is possible by either
inner or outer linearization or both of them simultaneously.
The second approach to obtain exact solutions of balanced-objective loca-
tion problems with congestion is based on Elhedhli (2006) who considers the
expected queue length of facilities as a decision variable. Kim (2013) presents
column generation heuristics to solve this class of models, while Vidyarthi and
Jayaswal (2014) introduce an efficient solution, where the problem is set up as
a network of independent M/G/1 queues, whose locations, capacities and ser-
vice zones could be determined to -optimality using a constraint generation
method. Also, Wang, Batta, and Rump (2002) provides various solution meth-
ods to find exact or heuristic solutions. Table 1.2 indicates the addressed solution
methods used for balance-orientation models in recent years.
However, most of the studies in this field have been on static models. Typ-
ically, explicitly dynamic models extend the basic, static models with the ad-
dition of temporal subscripts to the facility location and assignment variables
and constraints linking these variables over time (Drezner and Hamacher, 2001).
Jena, Cordeau, and Gendron (2015) introduce a unifying model that general-
izes existing formulations for several dynamic facility location problems and
provides stronger linear programming relaxations than the specialized formula-
tions.
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TABLE 1.2: Solution methods used for balanced-objective models
mentioned in the literature

































Tavakkoli-Moghaddam et al. (2017) •
Jayaswal and Vidyarthi (2017) •
Fischetti, Ljubic´, and Sinnl (2016) •
Seifbarghy and Mansouri (2016) •
Hajipour et al. (2016) •
Vidyarthi and Kuzgunkaya (2015) •
Kim (2013) •
Pasandideh and Chambari (2010) •
Rabieyan and Seifbarghy (2010) • • •
Castillo, Ingolfsson, and Sim (2009) •
Elhedhli (2006) • •
Elhedhli and Hu (2005) •
Wang, Batta, and Rump (2004) • • •
Marianov and Ríos (2000) •
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To solve a facility location problem by branch-and-cut efficiently, Contreras,
Tanash, and Vidyarthi (2016) describes a family of problem-specific valid in-
equalities, while more general forms are introduced by Ortega and Wolsey (2003)
and Marchand et al. (2002). Bodur and Luedtke (2016) extends a family of these
inequalities to empower the branch-and-cut method. Moreover, Fischetti, Lju-
bic´, and Sinnl (2016) introduce a Benders decomposition method without sep-
arability to solve capacitated facility location problems. This method is also
applicable when congestion is regarded in the problem. Hajipour and Pasan-
dideh (2011), Hajipour and Pasandideh (2012), Hajipour, Khodakarami, and Ta-
vana (2014) and Hajipour, Farahani, and Fattahi (2016) propose various meta-
heuristics such as Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) and Vibration Damping
Optimization (VDO) algorithm to solve congested location problems.
1.3 Thesis Structure
This manuscript is organized as follows. Chapter 2 presents the formal defini-
tion, modeling assumption, mathematical formulation, linearization and tight-
ening methods including valid inequalities and lifting a set of constraints. Chap-
ter 3 introduces several solution methods consisted of exact methods and heuris-
tics. Finally, chapter 4 reports the results of computational experiments.
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2 Mathematical Modeling
In this chapter, a mathematical model is presented for the problem,
where each facility is modeled as an M/G/1 queue. The model is
nonlinear, thus, an approximation is used to linearize it. This Lin-
earization adds some constraints to the model. It also provides a
lower bound and an upper bound for the optimal solution value.
Then, the LP relaxation of the model is tightened in order to ac-
celerate MIP solvers executions to solve the linearized model. The
proposed model has some interesting properties explained in the
following of the chapter. At the end, it is shown that the lineariza-
tion introduced in the literature could be implemented more effi-
ciently.
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2.1 Problem Definition
This research studies a dynamic facility location problem, while demand arrivals and
general service time in facilities are under probabilistic distribution. The objective of
this problem seeks to simultaneously determine the location and capacity of facilities
and allocate stochastic customers demands to facilities by minimizing the fixed cost of
establishing facilities, equipping them with sufficient capacity and the variable cost of
serving customers, in addition of congestion cost and transportation cost between de-
mand zones and facility locations, for whole of the planning horizon divided into con-
secutive time periods. As a key assumption of a congested location problem, demands
are stochastic, typically assumed to be a Poisson process, or, more generally a renewal
process. In each time period, once the demand for a product is realized at the cus-
tomers’ end, the order is allocated to facilities, which operate in a build-to-order setting.
Facilities maintain inventory of multiple components and facilitate the assembly and
shipment of a variety of finished products without carrying expensive finished-goods
inventory and without incurring long lead times. In build-to-order systems, customer
order triggers the final assembly of finished product from components, hence the total
lead time consists of assembly lead time and delivery lead time. Also, it is assumed
that facilities contain resources (often called "servers") that have limited capacity and
total lead time (service time) is stochastic. Having such assumptions combined with
stochasticity of customers demands, facilities may experience a period of congestion,
where not all arriving demands can be served immediately. Customers that arrive in
this period might await service in a queue. This behavior results in having queues in
facilities (Vidyarthi, Elhedhli, and Jewkes, 2009).
As a matter of fact, order processing lead time at facilities and consequently, wait-
ing times in queues are highly dependent on the capacity of facilities and the allocated
workload which are difficult to change (on a short term basis) once the facility is estab-
lished. It is the consideration which differentiates this problem with a simple facility
location problem, where facilities are homogeneous and whole of their capacity is al-
located. Regarding queues in the established facilities stimulates the network to select
a sufficient level of capacity for each facility. Furthermore, this consideration prohibits
facilities from utilizing whole of the established capacity, because, if a demand arrives
to a facility which whole of its capacity is occupied by other customers, this demand
might be in queue for an infinite time.
Focus of this research is on immobile facilities, where customers-facility interactions
happen as the result of customers traveling to facilities to seek service. Moreover, stud-
ied time horizon is divided into several equal time periods, where establishment of
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facilities or any modification of their capacities or the allocated workload are possible





1 ; if facility j holds capacity k in period t while it has been k´ in the previous period
0 ; otherwise
xijt: proportion of demand of customer i allocation to facility j in time period t
xijkt: proportion of demand of customer i allocation to facility j holding capacity level
k in time period t
zjkt: proportion of utilization of facility j holding capacity level k in time period t
wjkt: average waiting time for each customer allocated to facility j holding
capacity level k in time period t
Parameters
fjk´kt: fixed cost for transition of facility j from capacity level k´ to k at the beginning of
time period t
cijt: allocation cost of customer i to facility j in time period t
pjkt: processing cost of facility j with capacity level k in time period t
λit: demand of customer i in time period t
µjkt: capacity of facility j equipped with capacity level k in time period t
hjt: holding cost of work-in-process inventory per unit for facility j in time period t
C2sjt : squared coefficient of variance of service times in facility j in time period t









λit xijkt: total amount of ordered demands at facility j





k∈K µjkt yjk´kt: capacity of facility j in time period t
ρjt =
{
Λjt/µjt ; if facility is open
0 ; if facility is closed






; if facility is open
0 ; if facility is closed





; if k > 0
0 ; if k = 0
: mean of service times in facility j with capacity level k in
period t
E[Wjt]: mean of sojourn time of a customer allocated to facility j in period t
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E[WIPjt]: mean of delay/waiting time of a customer allocated to facility j in period t
Rjt: average waiting time for each customer allocated to facility j in time period t
2.3 Formulation
We denote by I = {1, 2, 3, ..., Number of Customers} the set of customer demand
points and by J = {1, 2, 3, ..., Number of Potential Locations} the set of potential
facility locations. Also, T = {1, 2, 3, ..., Number of T ime Periods} stands for the set
of time periods with assumption throughout that the end of period t corresponds the
beginning of period t + 1 , while the set of possible capacity levels for each facility is
denoted by K = {0, 1, 2, ..., Number of Capacity Levels}. Clearly, capacity level 0
interprets the closeness of the facility. So, | K |= Number of Capacity Levels+ 1 .
The demand of customer i in period t is denoted by λit. The cost to transport one
unit from facility j to customer i in period t is cijt. This term is typically a cost function
for allocation costs, based on the distance between customer i and facility j. To allo-
cate a product to a customer, some operations and handling must be executed in the
corresponding facility. Thus, moreover of allocation, transportation costs include other
handling factors such as assembling or packaging that comprehended in a parameter
called processing cost denoted by pjkt for each unit in facility j equipped by capacity
level k in period t. The cost matrix fjk´kt describes the combined cost to change the ca-
pacity level of facility j from k´ to k at the beginning of time period t and operating the
facility at capacity level k throughout the period. Section 4.1.1 clarifies how this matrix
is built. Furthermore, it is assumed that kj is the existing capacity level of facility j at
the beginning the studied horizon.
To formulate the problem, we use binary decision variables yjk´kt equal to 1 if facility
j is equipped with capacity level k in time period t while it has held capacity level k´ in
the previous time period. The allocation variables xijkt are positive continuous decision
variables that denote the proportion of the demand of customer i which is served by
facility j equipped with capacity level k in period t.
Having assumed that the service times at each facility in each time period are inde-
pendent and identically distributed random variables that follow a general distribution,
each facility can be modeled as an M/G/1 queue. Let E[Sjkt], V [Sjkt], and E[S2jkt] de-
note the mean, variance, and second moment of service times at facility j with capacity
level k > 0 in time period t, respectively. The mean service rate at facility j with capacity
level k > 0 in time period t is denoted by µjkt, where µjkt = 1/E[Sjkt]. Clearly, µj0t =
E[Sj0t] = 0. If Λjt denotes the total amount of orders at facility j in period t, then, if fa-
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Otherwise, µjt = ρjt = 0. Thus, the distribution network can be modeled as a network
of several independent M/G/1 queues in which the facilities are treated as servers with
service rates proportional to their capacity levels, where the capacity levels are discrete
(Gross and Harris, 1998). In this context, service rate reflects the amount of orders a facil-
ity can process and ship in a given time period. We also assume that there is abundant
supply of raw materials/components and their inventory holding costs are insignifi-
cant. Under steady state conditions (Λjt < µjt) and first-come first-serve queuing disci-
pline, the mean sojourn time (waiting time in queue + service time) of an order at facility





2(1− ρjt) + E[Sjt]
The average amount of orders in waiting queue at facility j in period t is obtained by
E[WIPjt] = Λjt E[Wjt] . In addition, C2sjt = V [Sjt]/E[Sjt]
2 and E[S2jt] = V [Sj ] +
E[Sj ]
2 = (1 + C2sjt)E[Sjt]
2. Hence E[WIPjt] can be written as follows;





















































If hjt denotes the holding cost of work-in-process inventory per unit during the time
that a customer’s order is in process (and/or the loss of goodwill due to delay in order-
to-delivery lead time because of congestion) for facility j in period t, then the total con-
gestion cost can be expressed as a product of hjt and total expected WIP in the system,
E[WIPjt]. Given the fixed cost of opening facilities and equipping them with adequate
capacity and a variable cost of processing and transportation of finished product from
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Given a set of customers with stochastic demand and a set of potential facility locations
with multiple capacity levels, the model formulated below simultaneously determines
the location of facilities, their capacity levels, and the allocation of customer demands
to facilities in order to minimize the sum of fixed location and capacity acquisition cost,



































µjkt yjk´kt ; ∀ j ∈ J, t ∈ T (2.3)∑
k∈K









xijkt = 1 ; ∀ i ∈ I, t ∈ T (2.6)
yjk´kt ∈ {0, 1} ; ∀ j ∈ J, k´ ∈ K, k ∈ K, t ∈ T (2.7)
0 ≤ xijkt ≤ 1 ; ∀ i ∈ I, j ∈ J, k ∈ K, t ∈ T (2.8)
Regarding the objective function 2.2, the first, second and the third expressions stand
for location, transportation and congestion costs, respectively. As mentioned before,
location cost includes fixed location and capacity level acquisition costs, when trans-
portation cost is consist of processing and allocation costs. Constraints (2.3) ensure that
the total allocated demand is less than the capacity in each facility in each time period,
whereas constraints 2.4 state that each facility must have a capacity at the beginning of
the studied horizon. Clearly, the facility holds the artificial capacity level 0 if and only
if it is closed throughout the corresponding period. Constraints 2.5 link the capacity
levels changes in consecutive time periods. Combination of 2.4 and 2.5 guarantees that
exactly one capacity level is selected at a facility in each period. Constraints 2.6 ensure
that the demand of each customer is completely satisfied. Constraints 2.7 and 2.8 are
binary and non-negativity restrictions on the location and capacity selection variables
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and allocation variables, receptively.
Removing the congestion cost expression from the objective function 2.2, the formu-
lation would be called Generalized Modular Capacities (GMC) formulation which provides
stronger LP relaxation than it in other special cases of existing models for a multi-period
facility location problem with capacity expansion and reduction or temporary facility
closing and reopening (Jena, Cordeau, and Gendron, 2015).
2.3.1 Tightening the Nonlinear MIP Model
Having considered formula of (2.1), it could be ascertained that inequalities 2.3 are never
biding. Otherwise, the value of the objective function leads to infinity as the denomi-
nator of the first term of 2.1 turns to zero. In other words, having the congestion cost
expression in Z(x, y) guarantees that capacity constraints are never violated. Further-











µjkt yjk´kt. As a result, constraints of
the nonlinear MIP model could be written as an uncapacitated FLP. In this case, the







yjk´kt ; ∀ i ∈ I, j ∈ J, k ∈ K, t ∈ T (2.9)
could be substituted with constraints 2.3 to have a tighter LP relaxed nonlinear MIP
model with identical MIP feasible area of solutions.
By imposing binary restrictions on xijkt, the formulation can handle single sourc-
ing requirements that would restrict the assignment of entire demand of a customer to
one and only one facility. Although the model presented here explicitly considers just
one product (or one family of products), it can be easily extended to handle multiple
products (or families of products) by adding an index to the decision variables xijkt for
the different products and modifying the corresponding constraints accordingly. The
approximation and solution methods presented in the following sections can also be
easily modified to handle the extended model (Vidyarthi, Elhedhli, and Jewkes, 2009).
2.4 Linearization
The nonlinearity in the presented model arises due to the third expression of 2.2 for
the total expected WIP at the facilities, E[WIPj ], which is a function of the decision
variables corresponding to location and capacity selection (yjk´kt) and allocation (xijkt).
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Thus, a solution procedure is developed based on a simple transformation and piece-
wise linearization of the nonlinear congestion cost function. Linearization of the graph
illustrated in figure 2.1 is introduced by Elhedhli, 2005 and Vidyarthi, Elhedhli, and
Jewkes, 2009 contribute it by rewriting the formulation. In this research, a similar lin-
earization method is used as is explained in the following sections.
2.4.1 Auxiliary Variables
Having defined ρjt ∈ [0, 1) as variables which interpret the proportion of utilization
of facility j in period t, it is possible to define nonnegative variables Rjt =
ρjt
1−ρjt that
interpret the average of waiting time for each customer allocated to facility j in period


















































Since there is only one capacity level k with
∑
k´∈K yjk´kt = 1 while
∑
k´∈K yjk´kˆt = 0 for
all other capacity levels kˆ 6= k, the expression ρjt =
∑






; ∀ j ∈ J, k ∈ K\{0}, t ∈ T (2.10)
while the interpretation of zjkt is the proportion of utilization of facility j with capacity
level k in period t. As a consequence, 2.10 prohibits utilization of closed facilities.
Similarly, adding the expression Rjt =
∑





; ∀ j ∈ J, k ∈ K\{0}, t ∈ T (2.11)
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where the interpretation of wjkt is the average waiting time for customers allocated to
facility j with capacity level k in period t and M is the Big-M. Consequently, 2.11 pro-
hibits having queue in closed facilities. More details about the Big-M and its impact on
the model is explained in section 4.5.










(1 + C2sjt) wjkt + (1− C2sjt) zjkt
))
(2.12)
as the congestion cost of the problem.












































yjk´kt , constraints 2.3 can be dominated and replaced by 2.13 which ensure
that aggregation of demands allocated to facility j is exactly equal with workload of that,
in time period t.


















































that implies transportation costs that are aggregation of processing and allocation costs.
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Furthermore, constraints 2.6 can be replaced by∑
j∈J
xijt = 1 ; ∀ i ∈ I, t ∈ T (2.15)
with the same interpretation.
2.4.2 Piecewise Linearization
As zjkt and wjkt are independent decision variables, expression wjkt =
zjkt
1−zjkt would
be disregarded while Rjt =
ρjt
1−ρjt . Hence, in addition to having auxiliary variables to
transform ρjt and Rjt, we have to propose a set of constraints to ensure wjkt =
zjkt
1−zjkt
at least by an approximation. In this end, we linearize the relation of ρjt and Rjt as
explained below. Firstly, as Rjt =
ρjt
1−ρjt , we easily obtain the function ρjt(Rjt) =
Rjt
1−Rjt .
Proposition 2.1: The function ρjt(Rjt) =
Rjt
1+Rjt
is twice differentiable, continuous, non-
decreasing, and concave function of Rjt ∈ [0,∞].
Proof:











< 0, which proves that the func-
tion is concave in Rjt.
Let the domain H of the auxiliary variable Rjt be a set of indices of points {Rh}h∈H ,
at which the function ρjt(Rjt) = Rjt/(1 +Rjt) can be approximated arbitrary closely by
a set of piecewise linear functions that are tangent to ρjt. This implies that the function
ρjt(Rjt) = Rjt/(1 + Rjt) can be expressed as the finite minimum of linearizations of ρjt










This can be expressed as the following constraints (Elhedhli, 2005):
ρjt ≤ Rjt + (R
h)2
(1 +Rh)2







k∈K wjkt) + (R
h)2
(1 +Rh)2
; ∀ j ∈ J, h ∈ H, t ∈ T (2.16)
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FIGURE 2.1: Nonlinear graph of ρjt − Rjt
The number of these constraints are based on the accuracy of linearization. More detail
is provided in section 2.4.3.
Therefore, by replacing the congestion cost expression and 2.3 with 2.12 and 2.13,
respectively, and adding constraints 2.16 the proposed nonlinear MIP (MINLP) model
turns to a piecewise linear MIP model illustrated in the next page;
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Linearized Model:








































µjkt zjkt ; ∀ j ∈ J, t ∈ T (2.13)∑
k∈K





yjkk´t ; ∀ j ∈ J, k ∈ K, t ∈ T\{1} (2.5)∑
j∈J






k∈K wjkt) + (R
h)2
(1 +Rh)2










; ∀ j ∈ J, k ∈ K\{0}, t ∈ T (2.11)
yjk´kt ∈ {0, 1} ; ∀ j ∈ J, k´ ∈ K, k ∈ K, t ∈ T (2.7)
0 ≤ xijt ≤ 1 ; ∀ i ∈ I, j ∈ J, t ∈ T (2.17)
0 ≤ zjkt ≤ 1 ; ∀ j ∈ J, k ∈ K, t ∈ T (2.18)
0 ≤ wjkt ; ∀ j ∈ J, k ∈ K, t ∈ T (2.19)
The interpretations of all the expression in the linear model are already explained, in ex-
cept of 2.17, 2.18 and 2.19 that are nonnegativity constraints for the allocation, utilization
and auxiliary variables, respectively.
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FIGURE 2.2: A sample of several added constraints for lineariza-
tion
2.4.3 Approximation Accuracy
A priori set of points {Rh}h∈H could be generated for the function ρjt(Rjt) in such a
way that the piecewise linear approximation ρ̂jt(Rjt) satisfies
0 ≤ ρ̂jt(Rjt)− ρjt(Rjt) ≤ ε (2.20)
for all Rjt ≥ 0 and ε > 0 (Elhedhli, 2005) that is called outer linearization. To know more
about this linearization method, it is referred to the appendix A or the original paper,
Elhedhli, 2005.
The most critical point is that by setting the value of ε, the numerical value of | H |
is determined, while, the number of constraints 2.16 could be obtained by | J | ∗ | H |
∗ | T |. Clearly, small values of the acceptable linearization gap lead to adding high
numbers of linearization constraints to the MIP model, and vice-versa.
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For example
| H |= 3 if ε = 10−1
| H |= 10 if ε = 10−2
| H |= 31 if ε = 10−3
| H |= 100 if ε = 10−4
| H |= 316 if ε = 10−5
| H |= 1000 if ε = 10−6
Proposition 2.2: For every subset of points {Rh}h∈H , Z∗H(xH , yH , zH , wH) and Z(xH , yH)
are a lower bound and an upper bound to Z∗(x,y), respectively, where Z∗(x,y) is the optimal
objective function value of the problem.
Proof:
For an infinite set of points in H , the feasible region of the linearized model is same as
that of the nonlinear problem. Therefore, for a finite set of points inH , the piecewise lin-
earized model is the relaxation of the nonlinear MIP model. As a subsequence, a lower
bound on the optimal objective function value is provided byZ∗H(x
H , yH , zH , wH), where
LBZ = Z∗H(x





































(1 + C2sjt) w
∗
jkt + (1− C2sjt) z∗jkt
))
Furthermore, the optimal solution of the linearized model ((xH)∗, (yH)∗, (zH)∗, (wH)∗) is
always feasible to the nonlinear one, because, it satisfies all the constraints 2.3-2.8 which
are common to both the models. A feasible solution of the nonlinear (original) problem
provides an upper bound on its optimal objective function value. Hence, we can get
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As is clear, the values of location and transportation costs in 2.21 are equal with them in
2.22. However, the value of congestion cost in 2.21 is less than or equal to it in 2.22.
2.5 The Linearized Model Properties
2.5.1 The Artificial Capacity Level
In the presented formulation, capacity level changes are represented by the yjk´kt vari-
ables. For each facility, this transition from one capacity to another can be represented in
a graph, where each node represents a capacity level and each arc a capacity transition
where the arc cost is fjk´kt.
This interpretation provides some special characters for the location and capacity se-
lection variables. As an example, it leads to | J | independent shortest path problem by
relaxing demand and linearization constraints (2.15 and 2.16) and adding | K | hypo-
thetical arcs converged to a same hypothetical node in each graph (figure 2.4). Having
known that there are various methods to solve a shortest path problem, we have differ-
ent options to solve a relaxation of the formulation. In other words, having the artificial
capacity level 0, that interprets the closeness of the facility, makes such a property for
location and capacity selection decisions which is beneficial in Lagrangian Relaxation,
Danzig-Wolfe decomposition, Column Generation, etc.
As a result, we are enabled to have various solution methods to take advantage of this
property.
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FIGURE 2.3: The graph representing the Location and Capacity Se-
lection variables (yjk´kt) for each facility j ∈ J
FIGURE 2.4: The graph representing the independent shortest path
problems for each facility when constraints 2.15 and 2.16 are re-
laxed. Value of each are is fjk´kt
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2.5.2 Reduction of Allocation Variables Index
In the nonlinear model, allocation variables are xijkt that are involved in the transporta-
tion cost (the second part of 2.2) while i ∈ I, j ∈ J, k ∈ K and t ∈ T . Due to the fact that
the transportation cost includes the both processing and allocation cost and procession
costs are not equal in different levels of capacity, allocation variables must specify the
level of capacity of facilities as well as the corresponding customers and periods. Beside




Nevertheless, in the piecewise linearized model, expression 2.13 enables us to calcu-
late processing cost by utilization decision variables (zjkt). As a consequence, necessity
of demonstrating the corresponding level of capacity is waived for allocation variables.
Hence, the index k is removed from allocation variables. Such a reduction in the index
of these variables significantly accelerates MIP solver performances to solve the model.
2.5.3 Opening and Re-opening of Facilities
As this research considers a strategic problem with generality in the benchmark, the
distinction between opening and reopening a facility is ignored. Nevertheless, opening
a facility in an uncivilized location could be more costly than reopening a temporar-
ily closed facility in that location, because the establishment includes activities such as
installment of water/gas tubes, electricity, construction and so on. Thus, in the litera-
ture, some of the existing models differentiate opening with reopening a facility (such
as Dias, Captivo, and Clímaco, 2006).
To adapt our formulation to incorporate this contrast, we have to adapt the location
and capacity selection variables as yjk´kt = Yjk´kt + Rjkt where Yjk´kt ∈ {0, 1} has a same
concept as it of yjk´kt and Rjkt ∈ {0, 1} stands for reopening a temporarily closed facility









t∈T (fjk´kt Yjk´kt + fˆjkt Rjkt) while fˆjkt is the cost of








Rjkt ; ∀ j ∈ J, t ∈ T\{1}










; ∀ j ∈ J, k ∈ K, t ∈ T\{1}
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that state reopening happens if the facility has been open before.
2.6 Tightening Inequalities for the Linearized Model
2.6.1 Strong Inequalities
As is proved by Gendron and Crainic (1994), LP relaxation of an Uncapacitated Network
Design Problem model is tighter than Capacitated form. Consequently, as Facility Location
Problem is a special case of a Network Design Problem, the theory is valid and could be
used to tighten the formulation. Thus, having adapted constraints 2.13 with disregard-






yjk´kt ; ∀ i ∈ I, j ∈ J, t ∈ T (2.23)
that imply customers are allocated only to open facilities.
Despite of redundancy for MIP model when constraints 2.13 are existed, having 2.23
could considerably tighten the LP relaxation the formulation and lead to a significant
expedition in probing Branch-and-Cut.
In the literature, this set of valid inequalities are mentioned is Strong Inequalities (SI)
(Jena, Cordeau, and Gendron, 2015). In this formulation, having decision variables such




dzjkte ; ∀ i ∈ I, j ∈ J, t ∈ T (2.24)





dzjkte ; ∀ j ∈ J, k´ ∈ K, t ∈ T (2.25)
that means open facilities are enforced to have utilization.
In this paper, SI are always added to the model as constraints. However, it is possible
to add them in a Branch-and-Cut manner only when they are violated in the solution of
LP relaxation. The result of adding SI to the formulation is demonstrated in section 4.2.
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2.6.2 Aggregated Demands Constraints
In addition of SI, there is another set of valid inequalities provided for GMC formulation









λit ; ∀ t ∈ T (2.26)
that implies in each time period, established capacity must be greater than or equal to
aggregation of demands of all customers.
In the literature, this set of inequalities are called Aggregated Demands Constraints
(ADC) (Jena, Cordeau, and Gendron, 2015). In this formulation, having zjkt as decision
variables moreover of inequalities 2.10 enables us to dominate inequalities 2.26 and re-







λit ; ∀ t ∈ T (2.27)
that guarantees in each time period, total amount of utilization of all facilities is exactly
equal with aggregation of demands of all customers.
In opposite of SI, the only way of having ADC is adding them directly to the model
as constraints, because, ADC are redundant even for LP relaxation of the model. How-
ever, adding them to the model enables MIP solvers to generate Cover cuts that further
strengthen the formulation. (Jena, Cordeau, and Gendron, 2015)
























































2.7 Lifting Linearization Inequalities
As is mentioned in section 2.4.2, the formulation has inequality 2.16 for each j ∈ J, h ∈
H and t ∈ T . As a consequence, it is intended to have a basic mixed integer cut for each
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k´∈K yjk´kt − zjkt
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=⇒ η ≤ u+ b corollary of proposition 8.6 , Wolsey (1998)================================⇒ η ≤ bbc+ u
1− b+ bbc
bbc=0
===⇒ η ≤ u
1− b
0 ≤ b < 1



































that is valid for each j ∈ J, h ∈ H and t ∈ T .
As inequalities 2.28 are mixed integer cuts generated for the model, they tighten LP relax-
ation of it. Therefore, there are various approaches to incorporate them such as adding
them to the model as constraints or adding them in a Branch-and-Cut manner only
when they are violated.
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k∈K\{0} yjk´kt ≤ 1 ,
it could be noticed that constraints 2.16 are redundant and dominated by incorporation
of inequalities 2.28 into the model. Hence, it is declared as a solution to replace 2.16
with 2.28 as constraints of the model that makes its LP relaxation tighter. However, it
remains as a rational solution to have 2.16 and 2.28 in the model, simultaneously, be-
cause, involving the dominated set of constraints enables MIP solvers to generate more
number of Mixed Integer Rounding (MIR) cuts, rather than it when the model includes
only the lifted set of inequalities.
Due to the fact that constraints 2.16 are added to the model as a consequence of
linearization, it could be claimed that this lifting is a contribution to the linearization
method introduced by Elhedhli, 2005.
As a conclusion of section 2.6, the mathematical model written in the page 27 is pro-
moted to the model illustrated in the next page. The new model is called the tightened
model and is considered as the input to the MIP solver.












































µjkt zjkt ; ∀ j ∈ J, t ∈ T∑
k∈K





yjkk´t ; ∀ j ∈ J, k ∈ K, t ∈ T\{1}∑
j∈J






































λit ; ∀ t ∈ T
yjk´kt ∈ {0, 1} ; ∀ j ∈ J, k´ ∈ K, k ∈ K, t ∈ T
0 ≤ xijt ≤ 1 ; ∀ i ∈ I, j ∈ J, t ∈ T
0 ≤ zjkt ≤ 1 ; ∀ j ∈ J, k ∈ K, t ∈ T
0 ≤ wjkt ; ∀ j ∈ J, k ∈ K, t ∈ T
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3 Solution Methods
This chapter is divided into two sections. In the first section, two
methods are presented to solve the piecewise linearized model with
exact solutions. Actually, two families of user-cuts are added to the
CPLEX pool of cuts to make the branch-and-cut more efficient. The
first presented user-cut is an inequality specific for facility location
problems, while the second is generic for MIP model adapted to
the formulation. As the first inequality could be generated in non-
polynomial number, several heuristics are described to separate
them. At the end of the chapter, we propose a decent heuristic in
sake of obtaining a close-to-exact solution of the original (MINLP)
problem in shorter time, where a parameter is defined to control
the interaction between speed and quality of the heuristic solu-
tions. This method starts with a less fine linearization to approxi-
mate the optimal solution in the initial step. Then, by reducing the
model difficulties, more accurate approximations of the model get
solved. It is shown, in several cases, this heuristics results in better
solutions than those obtained by the exact methods.
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As is mentioned in section 2.4.3, the optimal solution of the linearized model pro-
vides an approximation of it of the nonlinear one (the original problem). Therefore,
ZH
(
xH , yH , zH , wH
)
might have a gap less than or equal to ε with Z (x, y). Moreover,
as is shown in sections 2.6 and 2.7, the LP relaxation of the linearized model is tightened
to make MIP solvers more efficient to solve the model. Thus, in this chapter, whenever
we say the model, it stands for the tightened linearized model which is illustrated in the
page 37.
3.1 -optimally Solution Methods
Although the fact that the linearized model is an approximation of the original prob-
lem, in this section, we solve this MIP problem -optimally to obtain the best LB of the
original problem optimal solution.
3.1.1 Mixed-Dicuts
To tighten to LP relaxation of the model, a set of Mixed-Dicut inequalities are proposed
to the formulation. This name comes from a paper by Marchand et al., 2002.


















λit ; ∀ t ∈ T (3.1)
are valid forX = {xH , yH , zH , wH} denotes the polyhedral set of the feasible solutions
of the model.
Mixed-dicut inequalities (3.1) states that in each time period, if the demands of a set
of customers are not satisfied by a selection of facilities, other facilities must be capable
enough to satisfy them. The validity proof of these inequalities is shown in the appendix
B.
As mixed-dicuts are valid for any S1 ⊆ I and S2 ⊆ J , their number are not poly-
nomial. Therefore, it would not be reasonable to add them directly to the model as
constraints. To involve mixed-dicuts, we add them as cutting planes in the branch-and-
bound provided by CPLEX, in addition of the cuts that CPLEX adds by its default.
Separation of Mixed-Dicuts
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As can be seen in equation 3.1, by selecting different subsets of I and J , there
are 2|I|+|J | number of mixed-dicuts for each t in T which is a non-polynomial
number that could be extremely massive for large-scale instances. Consequently,
in each selected node of the branch-and-bound tree, we use a Cut Callback to find
the most violated mixed-dicuts for each t, where x¯ijt and y¯jk´kt are constant values
(input) which denote the temporary values of xijt and yjk´kt in the LP solution.
Two distinct procedures are presented to find the most violated mixed-dicuts
which differ in quality and time of the separation procedure.
Exact Separations as Subproblem
By adding a violated Mixed-Dicut as a cut, the LP relaxation of the model gets
tighter. As a result, a higher LB is obtained in each node of the CPLEX branch-
and-cut tree that leads to finding the optimal solution faster. The most efficient
cuts are those with the most violation before separation.
To have the best selection of S1 ⊆ I and S2 ⊆ J that leads to separate the
most violated Mixed-Dicut, we can define a MIP model and solve it iteratively
in each node of the branch-and-cut tree as a subproblem. Defining ai and bj as
binary decision variables which are equal to 1 if and only if i ∈ S1 and j ∈ S2,
respectively, the model is as follows;


















ai ∈ {0, 1} ; ∀ i ∈ I (3.3)
bj ∈ {0, 1} ; ∀ j ∈ J (3.4)
while Ψk = min{µjkt ,
∑
i∈S1 λit} . As expression 3.2 is not linear, it cannot be
solved by CPLEX. In this end, auxiliary variables abij are used to be replaced
with expressions ai ∗ bj , so that
ai + bj − 1 ≤ abij ≤ (ai + bj)/2
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In addition, Ψk is rewritten as below;
Ψk = min{µjkt ,
∑
i∈S1
λit} = µjkt(1− δk) + (
∑
i∈I




when ai+δk−1 ≤ aδik ≤ (ai+δk)/2 . As the result, the model could be rewritten
as a linear MIP as follows;











µjkt − δk µjkt +
∑
i∈I













abij ≥ ai + bj − 1
abij ≤ (ai + bj)/2
; ∀ i ∈ I, j ∈ J (3.6)
aδik ≥ ai + δk − 1
aδik ≤ (ai + δk)/2
; ∀ i ∈ I, k ∈ K (3.7)
bδjk ≥ bj + δk − 1
bδjk ≤ (bj + δk)/2
; ∀ j ∈ J, k ∈ K (3.8)
baδjik ≥ bj + aδik − 1
baδjik ≤ (bj + aδik)/2
; ∀ i ∈ I, j ∈ J, k ∈ K (3.9)
ai ∈ {0, 1} ; ∀ i ∈ I (3.3)
bj ∈ {0, 1} ; ∀ j ∈ J (3.4)
δk ∈ {0, 1} ; ∀ k ∈ K (3.10)
abij ∈ {0, 1} ; ∀ i ∈ I, j ∈ J (3.11)
aδik ∈ {0, 1} ; ∀ i ∈ I, k ∈ K (3.12)
bδjk ∈ {0, 1} ; ∀ j ∈ J, k ∈ K (3.13)
baδjik ∈ {0, 1} ; ∀ i ∈ I, j ∈ J, k ∈ K (3.14)
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where 3.6 guarantee that abij = 1 if and only if ai = bj = 1. Constraints 3.6-3.9
have similar interpretations. As is stated by 3.3, 3.4 and 3.10-3.14, there are seven
sets of binary decision variables in this model. However, there are only ai and bj
which are meaningful and independent. Values of ai and bj determine the sets
S1 ⊆ I and S2 ⊆ J . Other binary variables are auxiliary which are decided by
CPLEX. As it is a minimization problem, decision variables δk would be set in
such a way that set Ψk = min{µjkt ,
∑
i∈S1 λit} correctly.
Solving this model as a subproblem in some selected nodes of the branch-
and-cut tree, we separate the most violated Mixed-Dicut for each t ∈ T in the
temporary solution of the LP model. If f tl
∗
(a, b) ≥ 0 , there is no violation of 3.1
in the LP solution.
We also can have the First Improvement strategy for separation, which means
adding the mixed-dicut once it is observed. To do so, we must change the
CPLEX configuration for the subproblem as setting cutoff parameter to −ξ (very
small negative number) and absolute gap to∞ (infinity). However, we prefer to
keep the CPLEX configuration as default for the subproblem to have the Best
Improvement strategy, which means separating the most violated mixed-dicut.
Efficient Separation Heuristics
As the reason of adding Mixed-Dicuts is acceleration in solving the problem, a
rapid separation procedure is desired, while, finding the sets S1 ⊆ I and S2 ⊆
J as they correspond the most violation of 3.1 is a NP-hard problem. In this
regard, we propose two various heuristics to separate Mixed-Dicuts. Although,
the heuristics do not guarantee to obtain the most violated Mixed-Dicut, they
find a violated Mixed-Dicut faster than the exact procedure. Thus, in a given
time, more number of Mixed-Dicuts could be added to the model.
The separation heuristic which is outlined in algorithm 1 in the page 44 is
applied for each t ∈ T . To initialize the algorithm, we put all i ∈ I in S1 and
all j ∈ J out of s2. Then, we search for the largest open facility which is not
included in S2. Having found such a facility, it gets included in S2 and all the
customers whose demands (or a proportion of demands) are allocated to this
facility get excluded from S1. We repeat this operations to observe all the j ∈ J
out of S2.
In contrast, in algorithm 2 illustrated in the page 2, we put all i ∈ I out
of S1 and all j ∈ J in s2 to initialize the algorithm. Then, we search for the
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smallest open facility which is included in S2. Having found such a facility, it
gets excluded form S2 and all the customers whose demands (or a proportion
of demands) are not allocated to this facility get included in S1. We repeat this
operations to observe all the j ∈ J in S2.
We take advantage of Ssep or S´sep as user-defined parameters to give more
variety to the heuristics by playing with their values.
If the algorithm 1 or 2 gets terminated by operating line 24 or fˆ t ≥ 0, there
is no violation found of expression 3.1 for the corresponding t ∈ T . Otherwise,
−fˆ t would be the value of the observed violation.
We also can have the First Improvement strategy for separation, which means
adding the Mixed-Dicut once it is observed. To do so, we must remove lines 8
and 19 in the algorithm 1 or 2. However, we prefer to operate lines 9-27 in a
loop which observe all j ∈ J to have the Best Improvement strategy, which means
separating the most violated Mixed-Dicut.
In this paper, we set Ssep = S´sep = 0.5.
Adding Mixed-Dicuts
Having performed the separation, if no violation found, the algorithm closes the
Cut Callback and lets CPLEX decide to pass the node or add its heuristics be-
fore that to obtain a new UB. Otherwise, when a violation of 3.1 is found at least
for one t in T , the corresponding Mixed-Dicuts is added as purge-able user-cuts
to the LP relaxation of the model. In this case, CPLEX could remove user-cuts
after processing several nodes. Once user-cuts of each t are added, the node is
re-optimized to obtain a new LB and the algorithm searches for the most vio-
lated Mixed-Dicuts, again. Thus, in each iteration, at most | T | user-cuts could
be added. These iterations happen in some selected nodes till there is no more
violation of 3.1 or the total number of added Mixed-Dicuts are equal to a specific
number (θ9−
√
depth of the node). This is a stopping criteria that is explained in the
following.
To add Mixed-Dicuts, we have to stipulate two facts;
• The nodes of the branch-and-cut tree where the Mixed-Dicuts are added.
• The maximum number of added user-cuts in each selected node, as a stop-
ping criteria
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Algorithm 1 : Mixed-Dicuts Heuristic Separation 1 (inclusive)
Require: Choose a fractional parameter 0.5 ≤ Ssep < 1
1: initialize maxV iolation = 0
2: for all i ∈ I do
3: ai = 1
4: end for
5: for all j ∈ J do




j∈J bj < | J | do
9: largestOpenfacility = 0
10: for all j ∈ J do




k∈K µjkt y¯jk´kt then
12: largestOpenfacility ←−∑k´∈K∑k∈K µjkt y¯jk´kt
13: jˆ ←− j
14: end if
15: end for
16: if any jˆ is found then
17: bjˆ ←− 1
18: for all i ∈ I do
19: if x¯ijˆt > Ssep then






26: calculate Ψk = min{µjkt ,
∑
i∈I ai λit} for each k ∈ K


















28: if fˆ t < maxV iolation then
29: maxV iolation←− fˆ t
30: save the corresponding S1 and S2 as the best selection
31: end if
32: end while
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Algorithm 2 : Mixed-Dicuts Heuristic Separation 2 (exclusive)
Require: Choose a fractional parameter 0 < S´sep ≤ 0.5
1: initialize maxV iolation = 0
2: for all i ∈ I do
3: ai = 0
4: end for
5: for all j ∈ J do




j∈J bj > 0 do
9: smallestOpenfacility =∞
10: for all j ∈ J do




k∈K\{0} µjkt y¯jk´kt then
12: smallestOpenfacility ←−∑k´∈K∑k∈K\{0} µjkt y¯jk´kt
13: jˆ ←− j
14: end if
15: end for
16: if any jˆ is found then
17: bjˆ ←− 0
18: for all i ∈ I do
19: if x¯ijˆt < Ssep then






26: calculate Ψk = min{µjkt ,
∑
i∈I ai λit} for each k ∈ K


















28: if fˆ t < maxV iolation then
29: maxV iolation←− fˆ t
30: save the corresponding S1 and S2 as the best selection
31: end if
32: end while
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To specify these facts, we use a dynamic parameter θ while Mixed-Dicuts sep-
arations happen in the nodes with depth 0(root), 1, θ, θ2, θ3, ... , θ8 and the
maximum numbers of added user-cuts in these nodes are θ9, θ8, θ7, ... , θ, 1.
During tuning nodes of the CPLEX branch-and-cut tree, the algorithm 3 out-
lined in the page 46 is performed inside a Cut Callback once CPLEX takes a new
node to tune, where nDepth and fSeparation denote the depth of the node and
the objective function value of the Separation, respectively. The reason of hav-
ing such an algorithm is that adding Mixed-Dicuts has the most efficiency when
they are added in the initial nodes of the branch-and-cut tree, especially in the
root.
Algorithm 3 : Adding Mixed-Dicuts during probing nodes
Require: Choose an integer parameter θ > 1
1: initialize setParam = 0
2: while setParam < 9 do
3: if nDepth=0 then
4: nGenerated=0 ; voilationFound=1
5: while nGenerated<θ9 and violationFound=1 do
6: do Mixed-Dicut Separation
7: if fSeparation<0 then
8: add the violated Mixed-Dicuts





14: else if nDepth=θsetParam then
15: nGenerated=0 ; voilationFound=1
16: while nGenerated<θ8−setParam and violationFound=1 do
17: do Mixed-Dicut Separation
18: if fSeparation<0 then
19: add the violated Mixed-Dicuts





25: else if nDepth>θsetParam then
26: setParam = setParam+ 1
27: end if
28: end while
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In this paper, we set θ = 2 , thus, we investigate for the most violated Mixed-
Dicuts in the nodes of the branch-and-cut tree with the following depths;
depth = 0 (root) ; maximum number of user-cuts in each node is 512
depth = 1 ; maximum number of user-cuts in each node is 256
depth = 2 ; maximum number of user-cuts in each node is 128
depth = 4 ; maximum number of user-cuts in each node is 64
depth = 8 ; maximum number of user-cuts in each node is 32
...
depth = 256 ; maximum number of user-cuts in each node is 1
3.1.2 Enhanced-MIR Cuts
In this section, more valid inequalities are proposed to enrich the CPLEX branch-





yjk´kt − zjkt + f(α− β)dαe
∑
kˆ∈K
yjˆkjˆ kˆ1 ≥ α + f(β − α)






yjk´kt − zjkt + α + f(α− β)bβ − αc ≥ f(β − α)bαc
∑
kˆ∈K








yjk´kt − wjkt + α + f(α− β)bβ − αc ≥ f(β − α)bαc
∑
kˆ∈K








yjk´kt − wjkt + f(α− β)dαe
∑
kˆ∈K
yjˆkjˆ kˆ1 ≥ α + f(β − α)





are valid for the piecewise linearized formulation for all j, jˆ, j˘ ∈ J, k ∈ K and
t ∈ T where f(α − β) = α − β − bα − βc > 0 , f(β − α) = β − α − bβ − αc > 0
and α and β are positive continuous values.
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Separation of Enhanced-MIR Cuts
Validity of inequalities 3.15-3.17 is proved in appendix B. They could be added
to the CPLEX branch-and-cut to tighten the LP relaxation of the formulation by
cutting of integrally relaxed polyhedron. To generate enhanced-MIR cuts, val-
ues of α and β must be determined. Numerical values of Location and Capacity
Selection variables and Utilization variables are given in each node as tempo-
rary values of the LP solution. In sake of the most violated enhanced-MIR cut in
each node, several subproblems are solved to decide about the values of α and
β . For example, to separate cuts 3.15, we solve the following model;
minimize fMIR1(α, β) =∑
k´∈K
y¯jk´kt − z¯jkt + f(α− β)dαe
∑
kˆ∈K
y¯jˆkjˆ kˆ1 − α− f(β − α)







Solving it for each j, jˆ, j˘ in J , k in K and t in T , we find the most violation of
inequality 3.15. In other words, this minimization problem is solved | J |3∗ |
K | ∗ | T | times as a subproblem by CPLEX to separate inequalities 3.15. As it
seems time-demanding, we separate these cuts only in the root (node 0) of the
branch-and-cut tree to keep tuning fast after branching. Due to nonlinearity, it
is not possible to solve this subproblem exactly by CPLEX. Therefore, the best
values of α and β are estimated by some heuristics. However, no violation of
inequalities 3.15-3.17 is found by the heuristics.
Adding Enhanced-MIR Cuts
After solving the LP relaxation in the root, if the lowest record of fMIR1 be neg-
ative, which interprets the violation, we add the corresponding inequality as a
purge-able cut to the root node and re-optimize the LP relaxation. Algorithm 4
illustrated in the page 49 demonstrates our method to separate enhanced-MIR
cuts.
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Algorithm 4 : Separating Enhanced-MIR Cuts in the Root
1: for all inequalities 3.15-3.17 do
2: V iolationFound←− 1
3: while V iolationFound = 1 do
4: MostV iolation←− 0
5: for all jˆ ∈ J do
6: for all j˘ ∈ J do
7: for all j ∈ J do
8: for all k ∈ K do
9: for all t ∈ T do
10: solve the corresponding subproblem
11: if fMIR < MostV iolation then
12: MostV iolation←− fMIR
13: save the cut with the obtained α∗ and β∗ and the corre-







20: if MostV iolation < 0 then
21: add the saved cut
22: else
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3.2 Heuristic Methods to Solve the MIP
As is shown in the table 4.9, large scaled test problems are not necessarily solv-
able in the time limitation. Thus, we have to capture the incumbent UB as the
best known solution (if it exists). In this regard, several heuristics are presented
in this paper to obtain a close-to-optimal or at least a feasible solution, when it
is not possible by the exact methods.
Due to the objective of these heuristics that is a fast approximation, the lin-
earization gap (ε) is set to 10−1 in advance of execution. To implement the heuris-
tics, we let CPLEX to tune the root node of the branch-and-cut tree. By the way,
most of the CPLEX cuts are added and its heuristics are applied at least for sev-
eral time. Subsequently, an acceptable LB is earned. Hence, we execute our
heuristics right before tuning node 1 and then, CPLEX pursues its regular tun-
ing as is specified in the configuration. The tuning is accelerated after the root
node, because, the heuristics fix several variables or tighten them adding some
global cuts explained in the following;
• Fixing close-to-one binary variables to 1:
Integrity of binary variables is relaxed in the LP relaxation. However, if the value
of a binary variable in the LP relaxation solution is close to 1, its integer value
is likely to be 1 in the MIP solution. We fix such a binary variable in advance of
being decided by CPLEX by adding a global cut to the branch-and-cut.
if y¯jk´kt > 1− ω1 then add yjk´kt = 1 ; ∀ j ∈ J, k´ ∈ K, k ∈ K, t ∈ T
(3.19)
where y¯jk´kt is the value of yjk´kt in the LP relaxation solution after tuning the root
node and 0 < ω1 ≤ 0.5 is a constant value.
• Fixing close-to-zero binary variables to 0:
Similarly, we add;
if y¯jk´kt < ω1 then add yjk´kt = 0 ; ∀ j ∈ J, k´ ∈ K, k ∈ K, t ∈ T (3.20)
• Fixing several Allocation variables:
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As the same as many benchmarks for a Facility Location problem, in our test
problems, each candidate facility location is a demand point of a customer as
well. In other words, the location of facilities are the location of the first | J |
number of i ∈ I (more details about test problems is provided in section 4.1).
Consequently, it is observed experimentally that in the optimal solution, whole
demand of customer j is allocated to facility j if and only if facility j is open.
Regarding the fact, such global cuts are proposed;
if y¯jk´kt > 1− ω1 then add xjjt = 1 ; ∀ j ∈ J, k´ ∈ K, k ∈ K\{0}, t ∈ T
(3.21)
• Tightening Utilization variables:
As is shown in section 4.6, utilization figures have a relatively uniform trend in
open facilities in the optimal solutions. Having such an inspection, we estimate
an UB for zjkt after finding their values in the LP relaxation solution and picking
the maximum of them. The following global cuts are added after tuning the root
node.
zjkt ≤ ((1 + ω2) ∗max{z¯jkt}) ∗
∑
k´∈K
yjk´kt ; ∀ j ∈ J, k ∈ K\{0}, t ∈ T (3.22)
where max{z¯jkt} is the largest zjkt in all j ∈ J, k ∈ K, t ∈ T and 0 ≤ ω2 ≤ 0.5 is
a constant value.
• Tightening auxiliary variables:
Due to the fact that the value of wjkt is correlated with it of zjkt, we have a set of
similar cuts as is demonstrated below;
wjkt ≤ ((1 + ω2) ∗max{w¯jkt}) ∗
∑
k´∈K
yjk´kt ; ∀ j ∈ J, k ∈ K\{0}, t ∈ T (3.23)
where max{w¯jkt} is the largest wjkt in all j ∈ J, k ∈ K and t ∈ T .
As mentioned before, these heuristics are applied after that the root node is
tuned by CPLEX. Nonetheless, in very large scaled test problems, CPLEX may
be unable to tune the root node within the time limitation. Consequently, no
heuristic is applied. Thus, to activate heuristics, the algorithm considers a time
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limitation specifically for the root node which is 75% of the time limitation given
to CPLEX to solve the problem.
In this paper, time limitation to solve the linearized model in 2 hours. So, if
any of the heuristics 3.19-3.23 are applied, tuning the root node also has a time
limitation which is 90 minutes. It means that if the root node is not tuned within
90 minutes by CPLEX, the algorithm forces CPLEX to pass the root with any
LB/UB taken by the time. In the following, heuristics cuts are added as global
cuts and then, tuning nodes is resumed for up to 30 minutes.
3.2.1 MIP Heuristics Aggressiveness
To be in control of the aggressiveness of heuristics 3.19-3.23, we simply define a
parameter Ω = 100 ω1 + 10 (0.5 − ω2) . As is clear Ω has positive and negative
correlation with ω1 and ω2, respectively, while ω1 and ω2 are particularized inde-
pendently to apply the heuristics. Obviously, large values of Ω lead to quickness
in finding the solution. However, they increase the probability of missing the
optimal solution. Ω = 0 means no usage of heuristics 3.19-3.23 and lack of time
limitation to tune the root node.
In this thesis, to solve the approximation (the linearized model), we set ω1 =
0.03 and ω2 = 0.2 . Therefore, the following global cuts are added in the node 1
of the branch-and-cut tree.
if y¯jk´kt > 0.97 then add yjk´kt = 1 ; ∀ j ∈ J, k´ ∈ K, k ∈ K, t ∈ T
if y¯jk´kt < 0.03 then add yjk´kt = 0 ; ∀ j ∈ J, k´ ∈ K, k ∈ K, t ∈ T
if y¯jk´kt > 0.97 then add xijt = 1 ; ∀ j ∈ J, k´ ∈ K, k ∈ K\{0}, t ∈ T
zjkt ≤ (1.2 ∗max{z¯jkt}) ∗
∑
k´∈K yjk´kt ; ∀ j ∈ J, k ∈ K\{0}, t ∈ T
wjkt ≤ (1.2 ∗max{w¯jkt}) ∗
∑
k´∈K yjk´kt ; ∀ j ∈ J, k ∈ K\{0}, t ∈ T
where Ω = 6.
3.3 Solution Methods for the Original Problem
In conclusion of chapter 2 and section 3.1, we found the best known setting
to solve the linearized model. Regarding the proposition 2.2 mentioned in the
page 29, we know that solving the MIP, provides a lower bound (LB) and an
upper bound (UB) for the mixed-integer nonlinear program (MINLP) model.
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In other words, in section 3.1 of this paper, the aim is to find the MINLP LB
as quick as possible, while, in this section 3.3, the focus is on obtaining an ap-
propriate UB for the MINLP illustrated in the page ??. In this end, an iterative
solution method is presented to solve the original problem. In each iteration,
the linearization is done as is explained in the section 2.4. In this method, the
algorithm commences with a less accurate linearization, then, it increases the
accuracy (decreases the linearization gap, ε) gradually within consecutive itera-
tions. Ideally, once the linearization gap reaches to zero (or an acceptable small
value), the optimal solution of the original problem is acquired. The interesting
point is that by running the first iteration, the location decision (or capacity se-
lection decision either) is fixed. Exploitation of this point, in addition of some
other considerable advantages of starting with an amenable linearization leads
to an efficient solution method which is capable of finding exact or approximate
solutions of the problem rapidly.
3.3.1 Iterative Solution Method
In this method, firstly, the algorithm does linearization as explained in the sec-
tion 2.4.2 with ε = 10−1 , regardless of the acceptable gap value. The resulting
ρjt − Rjt graphs are illustrated in figure 3.1. Clearly, solving the MIP with this
linearization would be easier for the solver, because, as is explained in section
2.4.3, in this case, | H |= 3 where H = {0 , 1.14 , 6.41}. As a consequence, the
number of constraints 2.16 is reduced to 3 ∗ | J | ∗ | T |. The purpose is to
pass the first iteration quickly enough. Then, the linearization gap is decreased
to ε = 10−2 and the algorithm starts the second iteration. In this step, the lin-
earized MIP model is solved with the new linearization. Nevertheless, this time,
we have critical information about the optimal solution which is acquired from
the solution in the previous iteration and is delineated in the upcoming sections.
Similarly, in each of the following iterations, the algorithm does linearization
with ε = 10−Iteration Number. It stops when the linearized model is solved with
the acceptable linearization gap. For example, if the acceptable linearization
gap is 10−3 or 10−6, the algorithm iterations number would be 3 or 6, respec-
tively. Ideally, if the number of iterations goes to infinity, the linearization gap
is absolute 0. Thus, the nonlinear model corresponding to the original problem
would be solved, exactly.
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FIGURE 3.1: Linearization of ρjt −Rjt graphs with ε = 10−1
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In this paper, we consider linearization gap ε = 10−6 as the exact solution,
while the default acceptable absolute MIP gap of CPLEX is 10−6 as well.
Tightening Utilization Variables
Having solved the linearized model with any linearization gap, an interval for
each R∗jt could be specified which is between the two closest linearization points
(Rh). Similarly, an interval for each ρ∗jt could be defined while ρ(Rh) ≤ ρ∗jt <
ρ(Rh+1) that actually implies R
h
1+Rh
≤ ρ∗jt < R
h+1
1+Rh+1
. Thus, as we have ρjt =∑
k´∈K zjkt yjk´kt and Rjt =
∑
k´∈K wjkt yjk´kt , if solving the linearized model in the
first iteration results in Rh ≤ ∑k∈K w∗jkt < Rh+1 for any h ∈ H , we set LBRjt =
Rh and UBRjt = R
h+1 as lower bound and upper bound of Rjt , respectively.
Then, we can have the cutting planes written below in the following iterations
for each j ∈ J and t ∈ T .∑
k∈K






; ∀ j ∈ J, t ∈ T (3.25)∑
k∈K






; ∀ j ∈ J, t ∈ T (3.27)
The algorithm adds these inequalities as constraints to the linearized model.
Therefore, at the end of each iteration, the linearized MIP model formulation
gets considerably tighter.
Fixing the Location Decision
As is illustrated in the figure 3.1, linearization with ε = 10−1 partitions possible
values of utilization variable (zjkt) into three ranges; [0 , 0.63) , [0.63 , 0.96) and
[0.96 , 1). Therefore, at the end of the first iteration, a closed facility is not dif-
ferentiated with an open facility with utilization less than %63 . To exploit the
advantages of such a partitioning as much as possible, we consider an additional
tangent point in the ρjt − Rjt graphs. Within the first iteration of the algorithm,
we add Radd = ϑ to the set H where ϑ is very small positive value. Clearly,
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| H |= 4 when H = {0 , ϑ , 1.14 , 6.41}. As a consequence, two new partitions
[0 , ϑ
1+ϑ
) and [ ϑ
1+ϑ
, 0.63) would be replaced with the partition [0 , 0.63). As ϑ
1+ϑ




jkt = 0 which
interprets closeness of a facility. In better words, finding LBRjt for each j ∈ J
and t ∈ T enables us to not only adding inequalities 3.24-3.27 withing the next
iteration, but also implicitly specifying openness or closeness of each facility in
each time period for all the following algorithm iterations. Thus, having solved
the linearized model in the first iteration resulted in LBRjt = 0 or LBRjt > 0, we
can have cutting planes written below within all the following iterations.












; ∀ j ∈ J, t ∈ T (3.28)
To add these cuts more efficiently, we write them as follows;
if LBRjt = 0 ; yjk´kt = 0 ; ∀ j ∈ J, k´ ∈ K, k ∈ K\{0}, t ∈ T (3.29)
if LBRjt > 0 ; yjk´0t = 0 ; ∀ j ∈ J, k´ ∈ K, t ∈ T (3.30)
The algorithm adds these equalities as constraints to the linearized model that
lead to fixing a significant number of binary variables.
In this thesis, ϑ = 0.07 if the number of customers is less than 500 (| I |< 500)
or the number of facilities is less than 100 (| J |< 100). Otherwise, it is set
ϑ = 0.002. Actually, ϑ
1+ϑ
assures the minimum allowed percent of utilization of
open facilities.
As a result, by solving the linearized model with ε = 10−1 in the first iter-
ation, an approximation of the original problem optimal solution is found in
the location. However, the capacity level selection and the allocation decisions,
which are strongly correlated with the congestion cost, remain to be determined
in the following iterations with more accuracy.
Reduction in Linearization Constraints Number




quired to be linearized withRjt ∈ [0,∞] if and only ifmin
{
LBRjt > 0 ; j ∈ J , t ∈ T
}
>
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FIGURE 3.2: Shrinkage in the piecewise linearized function as a
result of bounding ρjt and Rjt
ϑ ormax
{
UBρjt ; j ∈ J , t ∈ T
}
< 1 . Having set LBR and UBR the lowest and
largest positive values of LBRjt and UBRjt among all the j ∈ J and t ∈ T , respec-
tively, at the beginning of each iteration, we linearize function ρjt(Rjt) =
Rjt
1+Rjt
only in Rjt ∈ [LBR, UBR]. Such a shrinkage in the piecewise linearization func-
tion leads to a significant reduction in number of lazy constraints 2.16 within
resolving the linearized MIP model, because, it clearly reduces | H | where the
number of these constraints is | J | ∗ | H | ∗ | T | in each iteration.
For example, if LBR = 1.14 and UBR = 6.41 at the end of the first iteration,
the ρjt −Rjt graphs would be as illustrated in the figure 3.2 before resolving the
model in the second iteration.
Starting Solution
In CPLEX point of view, a new MIP model gets solved in each iteration, without
any memory of the solved models in the previous iterations, while, the obtained
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solution in each iteration is an approximation of the exact solution in the fol-
lowing iteration. Hence, to accelerate the CPLEX performance since the second
iteration, the algorithm uses the earned optimal values of xijt, yjk´kt and wjkt vari-
ables in each iteration as the starting solution within the next iteration. Due to
having constraints that certain
∑
i∈I λit xijt =
∑
k∈K µjkt zjkt, we deliberately
skip specifying values of zjkt variables simultaneously with it of xijt variables,
because, it might leads to an infeasible starting solution which is not our prefer-
ence.
Having defined the starting solution for CPLEX, its effort level and AdvInd
(Advanced Start Switch) is set to 3 and 2, respectively. In such a case, CPLEX
solves a sub-MIP, retains the current incumbent, re-applies presolve, and starts
a new search from a new root. It results in smaller Branch-and-Cut trees in iter-
ations after the the first one.
Algorithm 5 : Iterative Solution Method Algorithm
Require: Choose an acceptable linearization tolerance ε
1: initialize Iteration Nubmber = 1
2: while 10−Iteration Number ≥ ε do
3: if Iteratoin Number > 1 then
4: Shrinkage the piecewise linearized functions
5: Starting Solution←− Solution obtained from the previous iteration
6: end if
7: Do linearization with gap 10−Iteration Number
8: if Iteration Number = 1 then
9: Solve the linearized MIP model
10: else
11: Solve the sub-MIP model
12: end if
13: for all j ∈ J and t ∈ T do
14: bound ρjt and Rjt
15: if Iteration Number = 1 then




A summary of the iterative solution method algorithm is illustrated in al-
gorithm 5. Considering that this method is a heuristic solution method, it is
aimed to define a controlling parameter to manage interaction between quality
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and taken time of solutions. In this method, it is the linearization gap in the first
iteration that controls aggressiveness of the heuristic. Enlargement in the initial
value of ε leads to easier problems in the first iteration (because of less number
of linearization constraints). Consequently, the first iteration, which takes most
of the algorithm CPU time, would be processed faster, but with less accurate
approximation, when all of the following iterations are based on this approxi-
mation. As a result, it may affect the quality of the final solution.
Due to the focus of this paper which is on a strategical problem, the main
concern is the quality of the heuristic. Thus, in this paper, the initial value of ε
is 10−1 that is small enough to have an appropriate approximation. Table 4.10
approves this claim.
3.3.2 Aggressively Fixing Iterative Solution Method
In this section, we present a more aggressive version of the heuristic method
explained in section 3.3.1. The main difference between these two version is
at the beginning of the second iteration, when the algorithm fixes openness or
closeness of all facilities, according the approximate solution obtained in the first
iteration. In the aggressive version, the algorithm fixes all the binary decision
variables as they are estimated in the first iteration. In other words, the ag-
gressively fixing algorithm does not only fix openness/closeness of all facilities,
implicitly, but also fixes the acquired capacity level in each facility.
Such a slight modification enables the algorithm to fix location and capac-
ity selection decisions in the first iteration. As an interesting consequence, the
sub-problem solved in the following iterations is an allocation problem which
corresponds a linear continuous problem and determines the allocation and con-
gestion costs, simultaneously.
In mathematical modeling point of view, in the aggressive version of the iter-
ative solution method, cutting planes 3.29 and 3.30 are replaced with constraints
written below;
yjk´kt = y¨jk´kt ; ∀ j ∈ J, k´ ∈ K, k ∈ K, t ∈ T (3.31)
where y¨jk´kt is a constant value equal with the optimal value of yjk´kt obtained in
the first iteration (y∗jk´kt).
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To have a more efficient execution of the iterations followed by the first, the
model is rewritten as is shown below;
minimize ZH
(
xH , zH , wH
)
=






























µjkt zjkt ; ∀ j ∈ J, t ∈ T∑
j∈J






































λit ; ∀ t ∈ T
0 ≤ xijt ≤ 1 ; ∀ i ∈ I, j ∈ J, t ∈ T
0 ≤ zjkt ≤ 1 ; ∀ j ∈ J, k ∈ K, t ∈ T
0 ≤ wjkt ; ∀ j ∈ J, k ∈ K, t ∈ T
As could be seen, there is no binary decision variable in this LP model and con-
straints 2.4 and 2.5 are eliminated.
Such a fixing accelerates CPLEX performance since the second iteration. A
summary of this heuristic solution method for the original problem is illustrated
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Algorithm 6 : Fixing Iterative Solution Method Algorithm
Require: Choose an acceptable linearization tolerance ε
1: initialize Iteration Nubmber = 1
2: while 10−Iteration Number ≥ ε do
3: if Iteratoin Number > 1 then
4: Shrinkage the piecewise linearized functions
5: Starting Solution←− Solution obtained from the previous iteration
6: end if
7: Do linearization with gap 10−Iteration Number
8: if Iteration Number = 1 then
9: Solve the linearized MIP model
10: else
11: Solve the fixed MIP (LP) model
12: end if
13: for all j ∈ J and t ∈ T do
14: bound zjkt and wjkt
15: if Iteration Number = 1 then




in algorithm 6. The implementation of this algorithm has another difference
with that is explained in section 3.3.1 which is the starting solution for iterations
followed by the first. The effort level of the starting solution in this algorithm is
2. It means that CPLEX solves a fixed MIP model (actually a LP model which is
not necessarily the relaxation of the corresponding MIP model) since the second
iteration.
Another benefit of solving the problem iteratively is that at the end of each
iteration, the algorithm can compare the optimal objective function value of the
linearized model (Z∗H(x
H , yH , zH , wH)) with the corresponding original objective
function value (Z(xH , yH)), which are LB and UB for the optimal original cost
(Z∗(x, y)), respectively. If the gap was ignorable, the algorithm could be ter-
minated. Having considered proposition 2.2 mentioned in section 2.4.3, if the
linearized model is not solvable within the time limitation, it is the obtained LB
Z∗H(x
H , yH , zH , wH) which is valid as a LB for Z∗(x, y).
In this paper, the iterative algorithm is terminated after 8 iterations, when
the linearization gap (ε value) in the last iteration is 10−8.
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4 Computational Results
This chapter indicates the numerical result of modeling, tighten-
ing and solution methods. Furthermore, the most difficult set of
constraints of the model is defined as Lazy Constraints. It acceler-
ates solving the LP relaxation of the formulation. Moreover, we
find a problem-specific CPLEX configuration and replace it with
the default CPLEX configuration in sake of the best execution of
our model. At the end of the chapter, the instances that the model
is tested on them are described, where a sensitivity analysis is also
provided.
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In this research, all the solution procedures were coded in C++ and the MIP prob-
lems were solved using IBM ILOG CPLEX 12.7.1 interfaced in Visual Studio 2015/C++
on a Dell Precision Tower 3620 PC with 4 Cores 3.60 GHz processor and 16 GB of RAM.
CPLEX takes advantage of a branch-and-cut method to solve such a combinatorial
optimization problem, while in each node, the LP relaxation of the model is solved to
obtain a lower bound (LB) and some heuristics are applied to obtain an upper bound
(UB) for the objective function value of the optimal solution.
Furthermore, to have a fare benchmarking, we observe the CPLEX performance
with an empty Control Callback, because, using a Control Callback changes some de-
fault configurations of CPLEX such as setting multi-threads to single-thread computing
and dynamic search in the tree to traditional branch-and-bound. Hence, to compare the ef-
ficiency of our algorithm with it of CPLEX 12.7.1 default algorithm in theoretical point
of view, we consider CPLEX with an empty Callback as the basis, because, its default
takes advantages of parallel programming as well.
4.1 Test Problems
In this section, a few of notation relating to either of the formulation or numerical ta-
bles are explained. To know more about the randomly generated test problems used
in this study, it is referred to e-companion paper of Jena, Cordeau, and Gendron, 2015.
The paper explains how the test problems are created for a dynamic facility location
problem which determines location, allocation and capacity acquisition decisions in a
multi-period horizon. In this thesis, as a contribution to that paper, we also consider
congestion. Thus, hj denoting holding cost in location j is added to the parameters
described in that paper.
4.1.1 Fixed Costs Matrix
In addition of other input data of the problem, we define the following fixed costs to
characterize possible transitions of capacity levels in facility;
• fojkt and f cjkt are the costs to open and close the facility j with capacity level k in
period t, respectively.
• fejkt and f rjkt are the costs to expand and reduce the capacity of open facility j by
k levels in period t, respectively.
• fmjkt is the cost to maintain the facility j in capacity level k in period t.
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Then, we set the fixed costs matrix of fjk´kt as demonstrated below as coefficients of lo-





jkt ; if k´ = 0 and k > 0








jkt ; if k´ > k and k > 0
fmjkt ; if k´ = k
As is mentioned in section 2.3, fjk´kt denotes the fixed cost of facility j to hold capac-
ity level k in period t while it has been k´ in the previous time period.
Demand Types
In order to test the model and the algorithm on various instances, two different
kinds of demand is considered in test problems. In the cases denoted by demand
type 1 (regular), trend of each individual customer is regular. It means that
within different time periods, demand of each individual customer is valued by
a normal distribution with a same mean, while it is the opposite in the cases
denoted by demand type 2 (irregular), where the fluctuation of demand of each
individual customer could be high, within time periods.
Map Types
For each of the different problem sizes, demand zones have been randomly gen-
erated following a continuous uniform distribution, while the first | J | points
of | I | demand zones have additionally been defined as candidate facility lo-
cations and therefore coincide with the customer demand points. The networks
are generated on squares of the three sizes: 300km, 380km and 450km which are
denoted by map type 1, 2 and 3, respectively.
4.2 Numerical Result of the Formulation Tightening
4.2.1 Result of adding SI
Tables 4.1 and 4.2 illustrate CPLEX performance with different selections of SI
inequalities. As could be noticed, including inequalities 2.23 is vital, because,
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even the smallest and simplest test problem is not solved within the time limi-
tation (2 hours), if the formulation does not include inequalities 2.23. Further-
more, adding all sets of SI is not interesting, because, it makes the model too
large that results in solver performance deceleration and also solutions quality
deterioration. Although the fact that having equalities 2.24 leads to less number
of tuned nodes, adding only 2.23 is the best selection to reduce the CPU time
and improve the LB in cases that the problem is not solved optimally.
4.2.2 Result of adding ADC
As the number of this set of inequalities is polynomial, they are added directly to
the model. Tables 4.3 indicates the contribution of having inequalities 2.27 and
2.26, compared with the best known formulation so far, which is illustrated in
table 4.2 as well. As is shown, benefits of incorporating ADC are not consistent.
As it increases the average CPU time, adding ADC to the formulation is skipped.
4.2.3 Result of Lifting Linearization Constraints
Table 4.4 demonstrates two different methods of having linearization constraints.
As could be noticed, substituting 2.16 with 2.28 tremendously reinforces the
solver execution.
4.3 Numerical Result of Solving Methods
4.3.1 Result of Mixed-Dicuts
Having implemented algorithm 3 described in section 3.1.1 with either of sep-
aration procedures, no violation of inequalities 3.1 is found. Table 4.5 indicates
the lack of effect on CPLEX execution when adding Mixed-Dicuts is involved.
No violation of Mixed-Dicuts is found when Strong Inequalities (SI) 2.23 are
added to the model as constraints. If we sacrifice the best known model (which
is discussed in section 2.6) and remove inequalities 2.23, violation of Mixed-
Dicuts could be seen and cuts 3.1 are involved in the Branch-and-Cut algorithm.
However, the drawback of removing inequalities 2.23 is much more significant
than the benefit of adding Mixed-Dicuts. Tables 4.6 illustrates that it does not
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TABLE 4.1: Impact of adding SI with other forms than 2.23




























































50, 50 50000 1 2,838,580 2,730,580 2,838,580 3.80 % time 50256 2,741,470 2,844,790 3.63 % time 21609
2 2,861,670 2,706,700 2,867,980 5.62 % time 71861 2,742,920 2,861,670 4.15 % time 36840
75000 1 3,070,350 2,912,820 3,075,580 5.29 % time 51400 2,909,790 3,073,940 5.34 % time 41400
2 3,111,200 2,936,920 3,111,200 5.60 % time 38216 2,905,500 3,148,470 7.72 % time 40200
250, 50 50000 1 7,088,550 6,896,340 7,138,820 3.40 % time 23500 6,914,300 7,142,620 3.20 % time 5844
2 6,715,500 6,587,460 6,720,150 1.97 % time 21290 6,586,470 6,715,500 1.92 % time 8017
75000 1 7,413,160 7,125,620 7,549,930 5.62 % time 29700 7,152,350 7,533,430 5.06 % time 14808
2 7,015,600 6,847,040 7,035,670 2.68 % time 13300 6,826,280 7,071,450 3.47 % time 11901
250, 100 50000 1 7,043,580 6,605,480 7,125,110 7.29 % time 4000 6,730,550 7,227,550 6.88 % time 284
2 6,674,100 6,322,380 6,678,420 5.33 % time 7675 6,396,540 6,711,130 4.69 % time 159
75000 1 7,365,700 6,936,030 7,449,650 6.89 % time 4872 6,990,570 7,764,870 9.97 % time 98
2 6,973,230 6,672,810 7,182,290 7.09 % time 3966 6,658,530 8,224,860 19.04 % time 127
average: 5.05 % average: 6.26 %
inequalities 2.25 are added both of 2.24 and 2.25 are added
50,50 50000 1 2,838,580 2,699,340 2,838,920 4.92 % time 64000 2,727,650 2,838,580 3.91 % time 22900
2 2,861,670 2,743,870 2,861,670 4.12 % time 28962 2,706,100 2,867,980 5.64 % time 46800
75000 1 3,070,350 2,907,630 3,070,350 5.30 % time 54324 2,897,090 3,122,140 7.21 % time 34071
2 3,111,200 2,893,520 3,111,200 7.00 % time 58400 2,940,850 3,123,000 5.83 % time 24650
250,50 50000 1 7,088,550 6,905,240 7,088,550 2.59 % time 17800 6,918,770 7,144,750 3.16 % time 6031
2 6,715,500 6,605,880 6,715,500 1.63 % time 21437 6,559,860 6,762,980 3.00 % time 5268
75000 1 7,413,160 7,164,370 7,495,570 4.42 % time 13600 7,109,960 7,539,460 5.70 % time 7245
2 7,015,600 6,730,200 7,050,270 4.54 % time 12564 6,717,050 7,077,000 5.09 % time 11260
250,100 50000 1 7,043,580 6,627,890 7,182,830 7.73 % time 6600 6,727,020 7,058,730 4.70 % time 762
2 6,674,100 6,297,740 6,685,570 5.80 % time 4800 6,393,390 7,280,580 12.19 % time 90
75000 1 7,365,700 6,954,890 7,448,280 6.62 % time 3800 7,013,480 7,382,770 5.00 % time 107
2 6,973,230 6,683,130 6,990,750 4.40 % time 4000 6,681,220 7,110,490 6.04 % time 245
average: 4.92 % average: 5.62 %
(For all cases; | K |= 5 , | T |= 4 , Cs = 0.5 , ε = 10−3 , Map Type=3)
(Time limitation is 7200 seconds.)
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TABLE 4.2: Impact of adding SI with the form 2.23




























































50 , 50 50000 1 2,838,580 optimal 292 552 optimal 299 545
2 2,861,670 optimal 896 3430 optimal 709 2699
75000 1 3,070,350 optimal 1317 3893 optimal 1155 2056
2 3,111,200 optimal 4219 9892 optimal 2646 9334
250 , 50 50000 1 7,088,550 optimal 760 49 optimal 891 42
2 6,715,500 optimal 759 19 optimal 712 45
75000 1 7,413,160 optimal 1730 875 optimal 1381 730
2 7,015,600 optimal 1197 118 optimal 1094 454
250 , 100 50000 1 7,043,580 optimal 3793 641 optimal 3346 377
2 6,674,100 optimal 3800 401 optimal 4373 701
75000 1 7,365,700 7,307,610 7,365,700 0.79 % time 1075 7,312,520 7,365,920 0.72 % time 1420
2 6,973,230 6,930,090 7,008,950 1.25 % time 601 6,937,340 6,991,120 0.01 % time 1000
average: 2764 average: 2584
both of 2.23 and 2.25 are added inequalities 2.23 are added
50 , 50 50000 1 2,838,580 optimal 353 1660 optimal 340 1044
2 2,861,670 optimal 491 2922 optimal 280 1462
75000 1 3,070,350 optimal 665 2270 optimal 657 2775
2 3,111,200 optimal 2731 10021 optimal 1612 8937
250 , 50 50000 1 7,088,550 optimal 395 68 optimal 380 100
2 6,715,500 optimal 305 43 optimal 308 28
75000 1 7,413,160 optimal 744 1091 optimal 650 503
2 7,015,600 optimal 588 333 optimal 650 329
250 , 100 50000 1 7,043,580 optimal 1844 683 optimal 1705 418
2 6,674,100 optimal 1368 358 optimal 1863 303
75000 1 7,365,700 7,323,310 7,373,490 0.68 % time 2800 7,338,850 7,365,700 0.36 % time 2762
2 6,973,230 6,957,560 6,973,230 0.00 % time 2883 optimal 5140 1985
average: 1990 average: 1732
(For all cases; | K |= 5 , | T |= 4 , Cs = 0.5 , ε = 10−3 , Map Type=3)
(Time limitation is 7200 seconds.)
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(For all cases; | K |= 5 , | T |= 4 , Cs = 0.5 , ε = 10−3 , Map Type=3)
(Time limitation is 7200 seconds.)
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TABLE 4.4: Impact of lifting linearization constraints































































50 , 50 50000 1 1 2,457,150 optimal 1448 4828 optimal 210 305
2 2,712,890 optimal 133 354 optimal 34 0
3 2,838,580 optimal 312 1044 optimal 44 3
2 1 2,443,180 optimal 938 4137 optimal 147 130
2 2,721,570 optimal 144 533 optimal 81 75
3 2,861,670 optimal 292 1462 optimal 82 39
75000 1 1 2,624,330 optimal 1370 5998 optimal 296 318
2 2,946,210 optimal 834 2998 optimal 116 55
3 3,070,350 optimal 693 2775 optimal 112 44
2 1 2,605,920 optimal 1122 4294 optimal 524 1072
2 2,965,450 optimal 1205 5137 optimal 444 1240
3 3,111,200 optimal 1706 8937 optimal 375 816
100000 1 1 2,750,950 optimal 1546 4858 optimal 280 254
2 3,101,890 optimal 1200 4388 optimal 291 414
3 3,283,420 optimal 3715 17952 optimal 692 1349
2 1 2,688,720 optimal 434 1295 optimal 211 220
2 3,131,160 optimal 1202 4553 optimal 419 845
3 3,288,410 optimal 3850 14638 optimal 1017 2588
150000 1 1 2,906,440 optimal 416 801 optimal 472 563
2 3,391,380 optimal 3067 11189 optimal 928 2318
3 3,609,420 3,557,440 3,609,420 1.44 % time 21403 optimal 2445 5747
2 1 2,854,320 optimal 283 445 optimal 233 134
2 3,400,260 optimal 3682 13908 optimal 2887 8248
3 unknown 3,476,910 3,602,940 3.50 % time 26003 3,589,760 3,592,060 0.06 % time 16356
250 , 50 50000 1 1 5,696,480 optimal 1072 960 optimal 507 21
2 6,380,410 optimal 347 65 optimal 230 7
3 7,088,550 optimal 382 100 optimal 232 0
2 1 5,384,890 optimal 552 177 optimal 347 5
2 6,014,170 optimal 308 22 optimal 221 0
3 6,715,500 optimal 313 28 optimal 180 0
75000 1 1 6,037,000 6,003,240 6,045,250 0.69 % time 5383 optimal 1336 228
2 6,707,030 optimal 579 294 optimal 361 6
3 7,413,160 optimal 654 503 optimal 378 9
2 1 5,718,990 optimal 3735 4694 optimal 1107 265
2 6,327,310 optimal 528 193 optimal 230 1
3 7,015,600 optimal 657 329 optimal 252 0
100000 1 1 6,357,050 6,227,080 6,403,950 2.76 % time 4885 optimal 4198 1476
2 7,033,280 optimal 2587 3399 optimal 805 57
3 7,737,360 optimal 2875 3899 optimal 692 199
2 1 6,025,820 5,915,440 6,043,450 2.12 % time 4522 optimal 2999 1056
2 6,640,160 optimal 2200 2645 optimal 653 73
3 7,315,410 optimal 1412 1214 optimal 587 23
150000 1 1 unknown 6,614,540 7,046,340 6.13 % time 2840 6,718,370 7,037,490 4.53 % time 1653
2 7,662,390 7,531,050 7,662,390 1.71 % time 7831 optimal 3664 1227
3 8,368,670 8,241,170 8,369,550 1.53 % time 7362 optimal 4760 2144
2 1 unknown 6,288,080 6,585,500 4.52 % time 4208 6,377,230 6,597,430 3.34 % time 1484
2 7,234,490 7,110,250 7,234,490 1.72 % time 4768 optimal 3750 1172
3 7,914,250 7,796,830 7,914,250 1.48 % time 7687 optimal 2863 1414
250 , 100 50000 1 1 5,615,110 5,565,510 5,630,600 1.16 % time 1681 optimal 1944 83
2 6,272,190 optimal 1129 87 optimal 487 0
3 7,043,580 optimal 1721 418 optimal 832 14
2 1 5,319,800 5,285,700 5,319,800 0.64 % time 2299 optimal 2026 121
2 5,930,430 optimal 1090 62 optimal 501 0
3 6,674,100 optimal 1885 303 optimal 717 11
75000 1 1 unknown 5,848,200 6,009,530 2.68 % time 927 5,933,150 5,953,440 0.34 % time 100
2 6,609,690 optimal 4207 1854 optimal 1182 21
3 7,365,700 7,338,710 7,365,700 0.37 % time 2740 optimal 1628 16
2 1 unknown 5,559,070 5,732,890 3.03 % time 1204 5,615,100 5,663,050 0.85 % time 184
2 6,244,240 optimal 5265 1810 optimal 1103 10
3 6,973,230 optimal 5180 1985 optimal 965 6
100000 1 1 unknown 6,129,200 7,154,020 14.33 % time 138 6,200,870 6,496,190 4.55 % time 0
2 6,941,910 6,862,250 6,963,430 1.45 % time 899 optimal 6086 413
3 7,687,690 7,604,600 7,695,370 1.18 % time 2767 optimal 5510 190
2 1 unknown 5,807,860 6,124,490 5.17 % time 138 5,872,070 6,113,200 3.94 % time 8
2 6,557,620 6,505,940 6,560,230 0.83 % time 2000 optimal 4523 102
3 7,271,670 7,218,130 7,271,670 0.74 % time 2099 optimal 3374 94
150000 1 1 unknown 6,477,940 9,041,130 28.35 % time 54 6,526,270 7,314,020 10.77 % time 0
2 unknown 7,332,550 7,944,080 7.70 % time 283 7,431,400 7,634,330 2.66 % time 4
3 unknown 8,118,310 8,453,850 3.97 % time 380 8,201,380 8,344,400 1.71 % time 9
2 1 unknown 6,155,720 6,752,430 8.84 % time 56 6,215,140 6,340,200 1.97 % time 0
2 unknown 6,920,350 7,392,770 6.39 % time 95 7,049,860 7,323,260 3.73 % time 2
3 unknown 7,686,490 8,062,140 4.66 % time 328 7,771,970 7,879,180 1.36 % time 10
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500 , 100 50000 1 1 8,260,370 optimal 4083 49 optimal 2685 0
2 9,479,780 optimal 3147 2 optimal 1845 0
3 10,649,100 optimal 2885 0 optimal 1710 0
2 1 7,787,230 optimal 4583 213 optimal 2563 5
2 8,986,610 optimal 3415 41 optimal 2513 0
3 10,053,800 optimal 2694 0 optimal 1879 0
75000 1 1 8,555,230 8,543,050 8,555,230 0.14 % time 435 optimal 3467 0
2 9,762,540 optimal 4207 118 optimal 2095 0
3 10,932,200 optimal 3529 22 optimal 1772 0
2 1 8,059,270 8,045,870 8,059,310 0.17 % time 747 optimal 3281 12
2 9,251,560 optimal 6236 1381 optimal 2872 16
3 10,313,900 optimal 3886 36 optimal 1874 0
100000 1 1 unknown 8,807,130 8,853,940 0.53 % time 121 8,840,940 8,849,750 0.10 % time 0
2 10,045,200 optimal 5831 596 optimal 3513 5
3 11,215,200 optimal 4902 368 optimal 2527 0
2 1 unknown 8,281,390 8,335,170 0.65 % time 41 8,325,170 8,330,960 0.07 % time 22
2 9,515,170 9,471,190 9,526,070 0.58 % time 570 optimal 5469 77
3 10,573,900 optimal 4416 78 optimal 2223 0
150000 1 1 unknown out of memory time 0 9,263,730 9,572,490 3.23 % time 0
2 unknown 10,551,400 10,610,400 0.56 % time 40 10,595,300 10,610,400 0.14 % time 0
3 unknown 11,708,200 11,781,200 0.62 % time 341 11,773,000 11,781,200 0.07 % time 5
2 1 unknown 8,764,040 12,348,800 29.03 % time 0 8,677,250 8,982,710 3.40 % time 0
2 unknown 9,950,200 10,090,500 1.39 % time 10 10,002,600 10,747,300 6.93 % time 0
3 unknown 11,017,300 11,094,000 0.69 % time 73 11,079,700 11,094,000 0.13 % time 1
average: 4197 average: 2782
(For all cases; | K |= 5 , | T |= 4 , Cs = 0.5 , ε = 10−3)
(Time limitation is 7200 seconds.)
worth to disregard the best form of SI. As a result, we keep the best known
formulation and skip Mixed-Dicuts.
4.3.2 Result of enhanced-MIR
Although the fact that the number of each of inequalities 3.15-3.17 is polynomial,
it is not a rational solution to add them directly to the formulation, because of
several factors mentioned in the following. Firstly, there are specific values for
the best α and β which lead to the most violation of the enhanced-MIR. More-
over, the numerical values of the variables of the LP solution affect the best α and
β. So, it is not the most efficient method to specify α and β values in advance
and add enhanced-MIR cuts to formulation. Furthermore, number of these in-
equalities are large and adding them directly increases the number of rows of
the formulation considerably, while CPLEX cuts (mostly MIR cuts in this case)
are also supposed to be added for each row. Consequently, it is too expensive
and worthless to add inequalities 3.15-3.17 directly to the model. Table 4.7 af-
firms this claim, where α and β are valued randomly before the solver execution.
Moreover, as this table indicates, no violation of enhanced-MIR cuts is found,
when we try to separate them inside a CPLEX Cut-callback. In conclusion, as
the same as Mixed-Dicuts, involving inequalities 3.15-3.17 has no contribution
to the solution method.
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TABLE 4.5: Impact of adding Mixed-Dicuts




























































50 , 50 50000 1 2,838,580 optimal 45 optimal 42 0
2 2,861,670 optimal 91 optimal 83 0
75000 1 3,070,350 optimal 121 optimal 119 0
2 3,111,200 optimal 375 optimal 383 0
250 , 50 50000 1 7,088,550 optimal 230 optimal 233 0
2 6,715,500 optimal 178 optimal 180 0
75000 1 7,413,160 optimal 379 optimal 379 0
2 7,015,600 optimal 253 optimal 253 0
250 , 100 50000 1 7,043,580 optimal 831 optimal 833 0
2 6,674,100 optimal 717 optimal 720 0
75000 1 7,365,700 optimal 1618 optimal 1632 0
2 6,973,230 optimal 965 optimal 970 0
average: 484 average: 486
(For all cases; | K |= 5 , | T |= 4 , Cs = 0.5 , ε = 10−3 , Map Type=3)
(Time limitation is 7200 seconds.)
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TABLE 4.6: Impact of adding Mixed-Dicuts when SI is in other
forms than 2.23
Test Problems having Mixed-Dicuts when no SI is
added

































































50 , 50 50000 1 2,838,580 2,534,460 2,844,790 10.91 % time 85 2,553,600 2,888,230 11.59 % time 83
2 2,861,670 2,617,470 2,898,640 9.70 % 7203 108 2,573,340 2,932,320 12.24 % time 77
75000 1 3,070,350 2,688,970 3,122,970 13.90 % time 90 2,688,540 3,102,870 13.35 % time 68
2 3,111,200 2,709,650 3,125,800 13.31 % time 88 2,702,980 3,140,860 13.94 % time 90
250 , 50 50000 1 7,088,550 6,330,950 7,251,610 12.70 % time 77 6,282,830 7,332,920 14.32 % time 137
2 6,715,500 6,093,730 6,848,430 11.02 % time 183 6,028,120 7,165,540 15.87 % time 125
75000 1 7,413,160 6,516,740 7,798,940 16.44 % time 93 6,472,310 7,848,730 17.54 % time 115
2 7,015,600 6,203,670 7,087,220 12.47 % time 278 6,172,370 8,588,730 28.13 % time 176
250 , 100 50000 1 7,043,580 5,796,730 8,129,270 28.69 % time 138 5,808,140 8,465,560 31.39 % time 101
2 6,674,100 5,722,020 8,601,970 33.48 % time 212 5,682,970 9,134,580 37.79 % time 122
75000 1 7,365,700 5,977,910 9,796,230 38.98 % time 115 5,923,020 78,765,400 92.48 % time 87
2 6,973,230 5,840,880 8,359,100 30.13 % time 148 5,788,830 79,693,000 92.74 % time 149
average: 19.31 % average: 31.78 %
Test Problems having Mixed-Dicuts when SI are in
form 2.25
having Mixed-Dicuts when SI are in
both forms 2.24 and 2.25
50 , 50 50000 1 2,838,580 2,543,090 2,847,130 10.68 % time 83 2,529,870 2,881,980 12.22 % time 78
2 2,861,670 2,582,500 3,017,350 14.41 % time 88 2,602,660 2,884,370 9.77 % time 95
75000 1 3,070,350 2,672,870 3,107,550 13.99 % time 87 2,688,700 3,102,760 13.34 % time 72
2 3,111,200 2,673,050 3,125,300 14.47 % time 85 2,707,430 3,169,130 14.57 % time 91
250 , 50 50000 1 7,088,550 6,203,610 7,175,250 13.54 % time 153 6,242,720 7,394,910 15.58 % time 146
2 6,715,500 5,917,570 7,845,870 24.58 % time 217 6,069,300 7,478,350 18.84 % time 131
75000 1 7,413,160 6,395,080 7,509,670 14.84 % time 96 6,398,660 7,954,610 19.56 % time 94
2 7,015,600 6,142,550 7,628,900 19.48 % 7203 155 6,211,420 7,288,430 14.78 % time 209
250 , 100 50000 1 7,043,580 5,794,010 7,803,790 25.75 % time 126 5,804,980 12,426,300 53.28 % time 95
2 6,674,100 5,696,390 7,361,660 22.62 % time 157 5,633,140 17,598,500 67.99 % time 145
75000 1 7,365,700 5,962,940 8,631,740 30.92 % time 121 5,944,050 12,460,400 52.30 % time 111
2 6,973,230 5,894,440 8,457,270 30.30 % time 133 5,752,140 12,104,600 52.48 % time 99
average: 19.63 % average: 28.73 %
(For all cases; | K |= 5 , | T |= 4 , Cs = 0.5 , ε = 10−3 , Map Type=3)
(Time limitation is 7200 seconds.)
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However, there is competitive configuration when constraints 2.16 are not
lifted (not substituted with 2.28) and inequalities 3.15-3.17 are added directly to
the model as constraints. Table 4.8 shows the impact of having enhanced-MIR
cuts, in general. However, in this formulation, it is extravagant to lift lineariza-
tion constraints and involve enhanced-MIR inequalities at a same time. As a
result, due to complexity of generating enhanced-MIR cuts rather than replac-
ing constraints 2.16 by 2.28, we keep the tightest formulation as the input model
for the solver and skip enhanced-MIR cuts. In other words, it is concluded that
tightening formulation makes the algorithm needless to incorporate sophisti-
cated user-cuts.
4.3.3 Result of Heuristics for the Linearized Model
Table 4.9 demonstrates the impact of applying heuristics on the quality and time
of the solutions. It could be noticed that the heuristic solution method is able to
find a same solution as the optimal one in 75% of the instances, while it takes
less solving time compared with exact methods in 65% of the instances. Al-
though the fact, even the LP relaxation of extra-large instances is not solved,
where memory is reported as the solution value.
Another point which could be seen is that in several instances, the obtained
solution value by heuristics is higher than it by the exact method. Nevertheless,
it is not necessarily a disadvantage for heuristics. As mention in proposition 2.2 ,
the optimal solution value of the linearized model (MIP) is a lower bound for the
original cost (MINLP optimal solution value). However, as these solutions are
obtained heuristically and naturally do not match the optimal solutions, they
are not valid lower bound. Thus, the improvement of the original cost is still
under question. This consideration is discussed in chapter 3.3 with more details
(see table 4.11).
4.3.4 Result of Heuristics for the Original Model
As is demonstrated in table 4.10, the fixing iterative solution method finds the
optimal or close-to-optimal solutions, quicker than the exact method. The in-
teresting point is that this method is promisingly capable of solving the origi-
nal problem with more quality (less value of the original objective function) in
considerably less time, compared with solution methods which set the desired
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(For all cases; | K |= 5 , | T |= 4 , Cs = 0.5 , ε = 10−3 , Map Type=3)
(Time limitation is 7200 seconds.)
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TABLE 4.8: Impact of adding enhanced-MIR inequalities directly
to the model when linearization constraints are not lifted
Test Problems no enhanced-MIR when linearization
constraints are 2.16
inequalities 3.15-3.17 are added
directly to the model when lin-




























































50 , 50 50000 1 2,838,580 optimal 312 1044 optimal 60 13
2 2,861,670 optimal 292 1462 optimal 126 119
75000 1 3,070,350 optimal 693 2775 optimal 90 45
2 3,111,200 optimal 1706 8937 optimal 425 739
100000 1 3,283,420 optimal 3715 17952 optimal 462 827
2 3,288,410 optimal 3850 14638 optimal 476 755
150000 1 3,609,420 3,557,440 3,609,420 1.44 % time 21403 optimal 1438 3792
2 3,592,060 3,476,910 3,602,940 3.50 % time 26003 optimal 2056 4525
250 , 50 50000 1 7,088,550 optimal 382 100 optimal 240 0
2 6,715,500 optimal 313 28 optimal 171 0
75000 1 7,413,160 optimal 654 503 optimal 374 27
2 7,015,600 optimal 657 329 optimal 234 0
100000 1 7,737,360 optimal 2875 3899 optimal 742 146
2 7,315,410 optimal 1412 1214 optimal 492 17
150000 1 8,368,670 8,241,170 8,369,550 1.53 % time 7362 8,306,380 8,368,670 0.74 % time 3242
2 7,914,250 7,796,830 7,914,250 1.48 % time 7687 optimal 4677 2732
250 , 100 50000 1 7,043,580 optimal 1721 418 optimal 760 8
2 6,674,100 optimal 1885 303 optimal 655 13
75000 1 7,365,700 7,338,710 7,365,700 0.37 % time 2740 optimal 1686 34
2 6,973,230 optimal 5180 1985 optimal 1177 9
100000 1 7,687,690 7,604,600 7,695,370 1.18 % time 2767 optimal 5508 325
2 7,271,670 7,218,130 7,271,670 0.74 % time 2099 optimal 3479 130
150000 1 unknown 8,118,310 8,453,850 3.97 % time 380 8,198,450 8,378,030 2.14 % time 13
2 unknown 7,686,490 8,062,140 4.66 % time 328 7,745,790 7,996,410 3.13 % time 101
500 , 100 50000 1 10,649,100 optimal 2885 0 optimal 1699 0
2 10,053,800 optimal 2694 0 optimal 1861 0
75000 1 10,932,200 optimal 3529 22 optimal 1660 0
2 10,313,900 optimal 3886 36 optimal 1829 0
100000 1 11,215,200 optimal 4902 368 optimal 2010 0
2 10,573,900 optimal 4416 78 optimal 2300 0
150000 1 unknown 11,708,200 11,781,200 0.62 % time 341 11,771,500 11,781,200 0.08 % time 20
2 unknown 11,017,300 11,094,000 0.69 % time 73 11,073,600 11,094,000 0.18 % time 7
average: 3974 average: 2272
(For all cases; | K |= 5 , | T |= 4 , Cs = 0.5 , ε = 10−3 , Map Type=3)
(Time limitation is 7200 seconds.)
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TABLE 4.9: Estimating the optimal objective function value of the
linearized model (MIP) by heuristics
Test Problems MIP solved exactly
with ε = 10−1
MIP solved heuristically














































4 250 , 100 100000 1 6,916,200 optimal 1606 6,917,180 1144
2 6,684,980 optimal 5763 6,914,060 2177
150000 1 7,105,020 optimal 2326 7,105,020 1379
2 unknown 6,911,760 time 7,140,490 1223
500 , 100 100000 1 10,470,000 optimal 1321 10,470,000 1319
2 9,904,730 optimal 1560 9,904,730 1552
150000 1 10,654,300 optimal 1950 10,654,300 1700
2 10,079,900 optimal 1968 10,079,900 1956
1000 , 100 100000 1 16,488,800 optimal 3892 16,488,800 3733
2 15,528,700 optimal 5138 15,528,700 4984
150000 1 16,668,500 optimal 5000 16,668,500 4878
2 15,692,900 optimal 5791 memory
average: 3626 average: 2770
8 250 , 100 100000 1 unknown 13,077,500 time 13,053,000 6946
2 unknown 12,874,400 time 12,874,400 4920
150000 1 unknown 14,348,300 time 13,418,700 5598
2 unknown 13,632,800 time 13,632,800 time
500 , 100 100000 1 19,800,600 optimal 4912 19,800,600 4972
2 18,663,000 optimal 6875 memory
150000 1 20,162,200 optimal 4478 20,162,200 4651
2 18,993,800 optimal 6042 18,993,800 5371
1000 , 100 100000 1 unknown memory memory
2 unknown memory memory
150000 1 unknown memory memory
2 unknown memory memory
average: 6659 average: 6305
(For all cases; | K |= 5 , Cs = 0.5 , Map Type=3)
(Time limitation is 7200 seconds.)
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linearization gap at the beginning and solve the model in one iteration. As is
indicated, in 58% of relatively difficult test problems (| T |= 4), the best known
solution is obtained by the heuristic, while this figure is 35% in difficult test
problems (| T |= 8).
4.4 Problem-specific Solver Setting
4.4.1 Lazy Constraints
One of the methods that leads to acceleration in solving a linearized model is
relaxing a bunch of difficult constraints and add them as lazy constraints. In this
case, lazy constraints are ignored in building the LP relaxation of the model and
the LB is obtained regardless of them in each node. In the following, to obtain
the UB, the solutions which violate the lazy constraints are rejected. As a sub-
sequent, the UB remains valid for the optimal solution value. This method is
implemented within a LazyConstraintsCallback in CPLEX.
In this paper, two different selections of lazy constraints are presented. In the
first one, only constraints 2.28 are considered as lazy constraints, because, most
of the difficulty of the model comes from these constraints. In other words, solv-
ing the LP relaxation of the model is easier in case of disregarding linearization
constraints. Table 4.12 shows that converting constraints 2.28 to lazy constraints
is a beneficial solution.
In the second type of selection, constrains 2.10 and 2.11 are added as Lazy
Constraints, as well as 2.28. In this case, the LP relaxation of the model in ex-
actly the same as it for a traditional dynamic facility location, regardless of the
congestion facts. The polyhedron of the LP relaxation would be identical with
it of the Generalized Modular Formulation (GMF), which is addressed by Jena,
Cordeau, and Gendron, 2015 and the tightness of the polyhedron is demon-
strated by them. Table 4.12 illustrates the comparison of these two types of se-
lection of lazy constraints and their impact on the CPLEX execution. Clearly,
it is only the first selection that leads to an advantageous solution. As a result,
constraints 2.28 are considered as lazy constraints in the algorithm.
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TABLE 4.10: Original costs obtained by the iterative method
Test Problems MIP solved exactly
with ε = 10−1
MIP solved exactly































































4 250 , 50 100000 1 1 5,659,630 6,520,120 3248 6,357,050 6,359,350 3087 6,376,540 1377
2 6,325,920 7,163,870 557 7,033,280 7,034,980 705 7,065,400 250
3 6,965,830 7,803,120 376 7,737,360 7,739,130 780 7,738,930 283
2 1 5,518,580 6,151,360 2562 6,025,820 26,465,200 2761 6,027,520 2176
2 6,133,130 6,769,450 1078 6,640,160 6,642,110 559 6,641,880 404
3 6,720,880 7,366,880 500 7,315,410 7,316,910 607 7,316,830 346
150000 1 1 5,846,200 7,136,940 3711 6,809,920 54,700,800 time 6,992,620 time
2 6,514,930 7,772,600 845 7,662,390 7,664,750 3123 7,738,810 744
3 7,156,350 8,447,510 454 8,368,670 8,371,040 3221 8,387,820 711
2 1 5,611,180 6,682,510 time 6,425,340 6,533,840 time 6,620,070 time
2 6,308,730 15,026,000 time 7,234,490 7,236,890 2425 7,253,050 2102
3 6,944,800 8,005,300 3837 7,914,250 7,916,920 1790 7,916,650 1140
250 , 100 100000 1 1 5,566,930 6,448,380 time 6,226,770 6,498,130 time 6,306,190 time
2 6,247,090 7,101,460 1901 6,941,910 6,943,620 3449 6,948,600 1450
3 6,916,200 7,753,300 1606 7,687,690 68,159,800 5198 18,613,100 1841
2 1 5,396,080 6,113,060 time 5,886,620 6,035,500 time 6,079,200 time
2 6,064,600 6,690,280 4899 6,557,620 6,559,270 3920 6,561,810 3305
3 6,684,980 7,334,350 5763 7,271,670 7,273,490 3409 7,273,370 2016
150000 1 1 5,713,730 15,104,400 time 6,597,810 7,318,990 time 7,070,720 time
2 6,435,370 7,725,600 3008 7,471,870 7,696,440 time 12,671,900 4835
3 7,105,020 8,396,490 2326 8,226,520 8,333,920 time 8,333,660 6993
2 1 5,556,610 6,609,560 time 6,233,850 9,141,880 time 6,793,560 time
2 6,177,540 7,288,670 time 7,087,600 7,371,630 time 7,195,080 time
3 6,790,140 7,983,690 time 7,784,650 7,937,270 time 7,870,050 6711
500 , 100 100000 1 1 8,079,790 8,890,330 2174 8,844,800 8,851,490 time 8,851,450 3611
2 9,277,790 10,050,800 1495 10,045,200 10,047,100 3112 10,047,000 1849
3 10,470,000 11,228,000 1321 11,215,200 11,217,200 2422 11,217,100 1757
2 1 7,715,570 8,352,780 4397 8,326,400 8,332,290 time 8,332,240 4470
2 8,844,960 9,527,400 2819 9,515,170 9,516,590 5915 9,544,110 2837
3 9,904,730 10,589,700 1560 10,573,900 10,575,500 2565 10,575,500 1834
150000 1 1 8,260,450 9,484,840 2236 9,161,890 9,682,360 time 9,443,300 time
2 9,457,090 10,616,600 1500 10,593,700 10,613,200 time 10,613,100 3368
3 10,654,300 11,799,300 1950 11,781,200 11,784,100 6574 11,784,100 2894
2 1 7,877,660 8,974,220 time 8,686,580 8,981,570 time 96,955,300 time
2 9,023,890 10,050,300 3724 10,008,100 10,398,500 time 10,089,700 6286
3 10,079,900 11,113,300 1968 11,080,700 11,096,400 time 11,096,400 3080
average: 3517 average: 4945 average: 3708
8 250 , 50 100000 1 1 10,501,400 12,224,100 5444 11,970,400 14,464,300 time 14,913,400 5117
2 11,783,600 13,486,400 1159 13,326,300 13,329,500 4465 13,356,100 1645
3 13,113,300 14,796,500 1194 14,726,300 14,729,700 3978 14,730,600 990
2 1 10,159,600 13,762,400 time 11,239,900 18,228,900 time 11,322,100 time
2 11,418,600 12,691,400 2793 12,521,800 27,844,800 6212 12,679,300 5758
3 12,606,400 13,901,600 3281 13,790,700 13,794,400 3499 13,798,500 3969
150000 1 1 10,804,000 13,586,500 time 12,846,000 13,627,000 time 13,335,500 time
2 12,161,100 14,715,500 1809 14,363,300 14,668,100 time 14,673,500 5713
3 13,495,400 16,042,800 1663 15,809,000 16,003,800 time 16,003,400 4489
2 1 10,469,100 12,887,800 time 11,947,900 13,020,800 time 12,695,900 time
2 11,703,400 13,937,500 time 13,483,200 18,680,200 time 13,800,500 time
3 12,895,300 15,105,800 time 14,804,100 14,969,000 time 15,003,500 time
250 , 100 100000 1 1 10,301,000 12,201,300 time memory memory
2 11,620,900 13,398,900 time 12,751,600 13,176,700 time 20,649,600 time
3 12,987,400 14,746,600 time 14,239,500 16,027,000 time memory
2 1 9,962,890 12,081,900 time memory memory
2 11,244,100 12,534,100 time memory 13,030,300 time
3 12,444,300 13,801,000 time 13,437,900 13,764,200 time 13,787,300 time
150000 1 1 memory memory memory
2 11,988,800 14,719,500 time memory 14,537,400 time
3 13,347,600 16,242,900 time memory 16,097,000 time
2 1 memory memory memory
2 memory memory 15,457,000 time
3 12,778,400 15,022,800 time 13,687,600 14,975,500 time memory
500 , 100 100000 1 1 15,353,400 16,982,400 6052 16,220,400 16,914,300 time 16,915,200 time
2 17,596,700 19,159,200 4074 memory 19,149,800 time
3 19,800,600 21,305,700 4912 20,775,600 21,306,800 time 21,306,800 time
2 1 14,573,200 15,870,800 time memory 15,845,700 time
2 16,650,500 17,971,800 time 17,419,800 17,946,000 time 17,951,600 time
3 18,663,000 20,021,600 6875 19,610,000 19,986,400 time 19,991,000 time
150000 1 1 15,696,600 18,194,900 time memory 18,107,500 time
2 17,958,300 20,302,100 3884 18,887,100 20,292,600 time 20,294,600 time
3 20,162,200 22,419,900 4478 21,123,800 22,429,900 time 22,430,200 time
2 1 14,875,600 16,979,200 time memory memory
2 16,980,000 19,086,000 time 17,576,100 18,998,700 time 19,004,800 time
3 18,993,800 21,026,100 6042 19,788,100 21,029,500 time 21,036,000 time
average: 5891 average: 6905 average: 6569
(For all cases; | K |= 5 , Cs = 0.5)
(Time limitation is 7200 seconds.)
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TABLE 4.11: Original costs of the most difficult test problems ob-
tained by various solution method
Test Problems MIP solved exactly
with ε = 10−1
MIP solved exactly











































































4 250 , 100 100000 1 6,916,200 7,753,300 1606 7,687,690 68,159,800 5198 69,749,300 1841 7,751,940 1144
2 6,684,980 7,334,350 5763 7,271,670 7,273,490 3409 7,273,380 2016 7,653,970 2177
150000 1 7,105,020 8,396,490 2326 8,226,520 8,333,920 time 8,333,660 6993 8,396,490 1379
2 6,790,140 7,983,690 time 7,784,650 7,937,270 time 7,870,050 6711 7,914,620 1223
500 , 100 100000 1 10,470,000 11,228,000 1321 11,215,200 11,217,200 2422 11,217,100 1757 11,228,000 1319
2 9,904,730 10,589,700 1560 10,573,900 10,575,500 2565 10,575,500 1834 10,589,700 1552
150000 1 10,654,300 11,799,300 1950 11,781,200 11,784,100 6574 11,784,100 2894 11,799,300 1700
2 10,079,900 11,113,300 1968 11,080,700 11,096,400 time 11,096,400 3080 11,113,300 1956
1000 , 100 100000 1 16,488,800 17,189,400 3892 memory 17,189,400 5004 17,189,400 3733
2 15,528,700 16,174,700 5138 memory 21,562,300 4461 16,174,700 4984
150000 1 16,668,500 17,719,400 5000 memory 40,792,600 time 17,719,400 4878
2 15,692,900 16,662,000 5791 memory 17,020,600 time memory
average: 3626 average: 5881 average: 4249 average: 2770
8 250 , 100 100000 1 12,987,400 14,746,600 time 14,239,500 16,027,000 time memory 98,771,500 6946
2 12,444,300 13,801,000 time 13,437,900 13,764,200 time 13,787,300 time 13,801,000 4920
150000 1 13,347,600 16,242,900 time memory 16,097,000 time 52,230,100 5598
2 12,778,400 15,022,800 time 13,687,600 14,975,500 time memory 15,022,800 time
500 , 100 100000 1 19,800,600 21,305,700 4912 20,775,600 21,306,800 time 21,306,800 time 21,305,700 4972
2 18,663,000 20,021,600 6875 19,610,000 19,986,400 time 19,991,000 time memory
150000 1 20,162,200 22,419,900 4478 21,123,800 22,429,900 time 22,430,200 time 22,419,900 4651
2 18,993,800 21,026,100 6042 19,788,100 21,029,500 time 21,036,000 time 21,034,700 5371
1000 , 100 100000 1 memory memory memory memory
2 memory memory memory memory
150000 1 memory memory memory memory
2 memory memory memory memory
average: 6659 average: 7200 average: 7200 average: 6305
(For all cases; | K |= 5 , Cs = 0.5 , Map Type=3)
(Time limitation is 7200 seconds.)
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4.4.2 CPLEX Configurations
Having observed the CPLEX performance in solving a wide range of test prob-
lems, we are able to tune some parameter of CPLEX MIP solver for a problem-
specific configuration.
4.4.2.1 CPLEX cuts
By the default, CPLEX automatically chooses the number of each type of cuts
added to the branch-and-cut. As is noted, no other types of cuts from MIR,
Gomory Fractional, Flow Cover and Implied Bounding is applicable for our formu-
lation. Consequently, we disable generation the non-applicable cuts to save the
corresponding separation times in the problem-specific configurations. Further-
more, it is observed that the numbers of generated Gomory Fractional and MIR
cuts are many more than them for Flow Cover and Implied Bound cuts. Therefore,
we set Gomory Fractional and MIR cuts generation to aggressive mode and Im-
plied Bound cuts to moderate. Generation of Flow Cover cuts remains automatic
by CPLEX. This problem-specific configuration, illustrated below, is the best
found cut configuration among many customized configurations and is gained
try and false on a bunch of test problems, while, in CPLEX default, all of these
parameter are equal to 0 (automatic).
CPLEX cuts parameters

Gomory Fractional = 2 (aggressive)
MIR = 2 (aggressive)
Implied Bound = 1 (moderate)
Flow Cover = 0 (automatic)
others = −1 (disabled)
Table 4.13 demonstrates the efficiency of the problem-specific configuration. As
a result, the best know configuration is considered as the setting of the algo-
rithm.
4.4.2.2 CPLEX heuristics
Having inspected the CPLEX performance, tuning the root node is so difficult
for the large-sized test problems. Moreover, most of this time is spent to imple-
ment CPLEX heuristics in search of an UB. As a consequence, we disable CPLEX
heuristics in the root and enable them again in the node 1, while the frequency
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(For all cases; | K |= 5 , | T |= 4 , Cs = 0.5 , ε = 10−3 , Map Type=3)
(Time limitation is 7200 seconds.)
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(For all cases; | K |= 5 , | T |= 4 , Cs = 0.5 , ε = 10−3 , Map Type=3)
(Time limitation is 7200 seconds.)
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to apply the heuristics is chosen by CPLEX (as its default). However, this idea
leads to failure, because, in default setting, CPLEX re-optimizes the problem af-
ter finding an UB, repeats this procedure for several times and then, passes the
root (or any other node). Subsequently, the LB is improved in these repetitions.
Nonetheless, when the heuristics are disabled, no UB is found. Thus, the LP
relaxations is solved only once and the LB is not improved repetitively. In other
words, disabling the CPLEX heuristics does not only skip the UB, but also, de-
teriorates the LB obtained at the node. Table 4.13 shows that disabling CPLEX
heuristics in the root is a failed idea.
4.5 Interpretation of Big-M
As is mentioned in section 2.3.1, in the nonlinear MIP model, capacity con-
straints (2.3) are never biding, because of 2.1 involved in the congestion cost
expression of the objective function of the nonlinear model (??). It states that no
facility utilizes all of its capacity during time periods.
In the linearized model, in spite of nonnegativity of decision variables zjkt
and wjkt which are involved in the congestion cost expression of the objective
function of the linearized model (2.12), the fact remains guaranteed by con-
straints 2.19.
In the ideal case of approximation, wjkt =
zjkt
1−zjkt . Thus, having considered con-








Hence, proposing Big-M as upper bound for wjkt implicitly ensures the steady
state conditions of congested queues.
In this paper, M = 100 that states facilities are allowed to utilize at most 99% of
their capacities.
4.6 Sensitivity Analysis
By lifting the set of constraints 2.16 and defining them as lazy constraints, be-
side of adding valid inequalities 2.23 and customizing CPLEX configurations as
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specified in section 4.4.2.1, we solve the model illustrated in the page 37 as quick
as possible.
To analyze the sensitivity of the MIP (linearized) model on different input
parameters, a huge bunch of test problems are solved by the exact method pre-
sented in section 3.1. As table 4.14 demonstrates, difficulty of the MIP model has
a strong correlation with the number of time periods (| T |). The second prior
factor that burdens the model execution is the size of the test problem. The ex-
ecution is more time-taking for instances with high number of customers (| I |)
and candidate locations (| J |). It is also noticed that variation in number of
potential capacity levels (| K |) does change the corresponding optimal solution
value. However, increasing | K | impedes the execution slightly.
Table 4.15 is a selection of several rows of table 4.14 with more information
of the optimal solution.
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TABLE 4.14: Sensitivity analysis of the MIP model




















































50 , 10 3 4 25000 optimal 2,664,510 2,664,970 2
50000 optimal 2,947,400 2,948,350 1
75000 optimal 3,177,900 3,178,860 3
100000 optimal 3,389,170 3,390,050 7
150000 optimal 3,697,140 3,698,230 6
8 25000 optimal 4,994,280 4,995,450 2
50000 optimal 5,596,150 5,597,680 6
75000 optimal 6,037,230 6,038,670 12
100000 optimal 6,378,520 6,380,690 4
150000 optimal 7,041,190 7,042,590 49
10 4 25000 optimal 2,664,510 2,664,970 3
50000 optimal 2,947,400 2,948,350 6
75000 optimal 3,177,900 3,178,860 5
100000 optimal 3,389,170 3,390,050 14
150000 optimal 3,638,730 3,639,310 21
8 25000 optimal 4,994,280 4,995,450 8
50000 optimal 5,596,150 5,597,680 30
75000 optimal 6,037,230 6,038,670 54
100000 optimal 6,378,520 6,380,690 29
150000 optimal 7,041,190 7,042,590 898
50 , 50 3 4 25000 optimal 2,522,470 2,523,360 20
50000 optimal 2,838,580 2,839,310 43
75000 optimal 3,070,350 3,071,380 69
100000 optimal 3,283,420 3,284,470 173
150000 optimal 3,609,420 3,611,450 586
8 25000 optimal 4,759,210 4,760,120 39
50000 optimal 5,404,570 5,406,400 835
75000 optimal 5,860,210 5,861,480 1056
100000 optimal 6,206,000 6,208,190 1632
150000 optimal 6,770,310 6,772,470 2543
10 4 25000 optimal 2,522,470 2,523,360 39
50000 optimal 2,838,580 2,839,310 256
75000 optimal 3,070,350 3,071,380 134
100000 optimal 3,283,420 3,284,470 428
150000 optimal 3,609,420 3,611,450 5084
8 25000 optimal 4,759,210 4,760,120 762
50000 optimal 5,404,570 5,406,400 1071
75000 optimal 5,860,210 5,861,480 5565
100000 6,122,550 6,206,000 6,208,190 time
150000 6,558,850 6,788,040 361,212,000 time
250 , 50 3 4 25000 optimal 6,763,240 6,763,520 123
50000 optimal 7,088,550 7,089,300 205
75000 optimal 7,413,160 7,414,410 215
100000 optimal 7,737,360 7,739,130 492
150000 optimal 8,368,670 8,371,040 1361
8 25000 optimal 12,817,900 12,818,500 355
50000 optimal 13,455,100 13,456,500 418
75000 optimal 14,091,600 14,093,900 982
100000 optimal 14,726,300 60,242,400 1906
150000 15,856,800 15,960,300 15,966,000 time
10 4 25000 optimal 6,763,240 6,763,520 241
50000 optimal 7,088,550 7,089,300 383
75000 optimal 7,413,160 7,414,410 718
100000 optimal 7,737,360 7,739,130 1129
150000 8,269,770 8,368,670 80,300,100 time
8 25000 optimal 12,817,900 12,818,500 927
50000 optimal 13,455,100 13,456,500 1740
75000 optimal 14,091,600 14,093,900 3221
100000 14,665,200 14,727,500 14,731,100 time
150000 15,525,900 15,998,200 16,003,800 time
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250 , 100 3 4 25000 optimal 6,717,940 6,718,290 488
50000 optimal 7,043,580 7,044,460 700
75000 optimal 7,365,700 7,366,870 1161
100000 optimal 7,687,690 26,949,500 2771
150000 8,241,830 8,331,470 8,333,920 time
8 25000 optimal 12,741,200 12,742,000 1506
50000 optimal 13,380,300 13,382,300 3535
75000 13,989,500 14,011,700 14,014,800 time
100000 14,467,600 16,022,100 16,027,000 time
150000 14,695,100 18,610,000 18,617,000 time
10 4 25000 optimal 6,717,940 6,718,290 990
50000 optimal 7,043,580 7,044,460 1533
75000 optimal 7,365,700 7,366,870 2851
100000 7,669,000 7,687,690 7,689,290 time
150000 8,163,820 8,415,560 8,418,630 time
8 25000 optimal 12,741,200 12,742,000 3007
50000 optimal 13,380,300 185,563,000 6510
75000 13,725,700 15,277,000 15,279,900 time
100000 14,025,400 16,022,100 16,027,000 time
150000 14,300,500 17,507,200 17,514,100 time
500 , 100 3 4 25000 optimal 10,366,000 10,366,500 1213
50000 optimal 10,649,100 10,650,000 1474
75000 optimal 10,932,200 10,933,700 1591
100000 optimal 11,215,200 11,217,200 1708
150000 optimal 11,781,200 11,784,100 3382
8 25000 optimal 19,620,800 19,621,600 4674
50000 optimal 20,181,500 20,183,200 5472
75000 20,729,200 20,742,200 20,744,900 time
100000 21,110,700 21,303,200 21,306,800 time
150000 21,341,200 22,424,500 22,429,900 time
10 4 25000 optimal 10,366,000 10,366,500 2283
50000 optimal 10,649,100 10,650,000 2425
75000 optimal 10,932,200 10,933,700 2520
100000 optimal 11,215,200 11,217,200 3202
150000 11,745,800 11,781,200 11,784,100 time





1000 , 100 3 4 25000 optimal 16,393,900 16,394,500 4329
50000 optimal 16,658,000 16,659,300 4858
75000 optimal 16,922,100 16,924,000 6623

















(For all cases; Cs = 0.5 , Demand Type=1 , Map Type=3)
(Time limitation is 7200 seconds.)
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TABLE 4.15: Impact of the congestion multiplier on the MIP model
optimal solution




































50 , 50 25000 0.65 912,000 36 % 1,173,910 47 % 436,567 17 % 2,522,470
50000 0.49 1,175,400 41 % 1,186,690 42 % 476,488 17 % 2,838,580
75000 0.48 1,175,400 38 % 1,209,730 39 % 685,211 22 % 3,070,350
100000 0.39 1,438,800 44 % 1,184,630 36 % 659,988 20 % 3,283,420
150000 0.39 1,438,800 40 % 1,200,370 33 % 970,244 27 % 3,609,420
250 , 50 25000 0.31 2,432,000 36 % 4,005,430 59 % 325,816 5 % 6,763,240
50000 0.31 2,432,000 34 % 4,007,090 57 % 649,452 9 % 7,088,550
75000 0.31 2,432,000 33 % 4,008,230 54 % 972,930 13 % 7,413,160
100000 0.31 2,432,000 31 % 4,008,790 52 % 1,296,580 17 % 7,737,360
150000 0.28 2,736,000 33 % 3,763,920 45 % 1,868,750 22 % 8,368,670
250 , 100 25000 0.36 2,128,000 32 % 4,248,860 63 % 341,080 5 % 6,717,940
50000 0.31 2,432,000 35 % 3,966,590 56 % 644,997 9 % 7,043,580
75000 0.31 2,432,000 33 % 3,967,520 54 % 966,182 13 % 7,365,700
100000 0.12 2,432,000 32 % 3,968,030 52 % 1,287,660 17 % 7,687,690
150000 0.31 2,432,000 29 % 3,968,810 48 % 1,930,660 23 % 8,331,470
500 , 100 25000 0.22 3,344,000 32 % 6,738,930 65 % 283,079 3 % 10,366,000
50000 0.22 3,344,000 31 % 6,738,930 63 % 566,157 5 % 10,649,100
75000 0.22 3,344,000 31 % 6,739,050 62 % 849,113 8 % 10,932,200
100000 0.22 3,344,000 30 % 6,739,050 60 % 1,132,150 10 % 11,215,200
150000 0.22 3,344,000 28 % 6,739,460 57 % 1,697,790 14 % 11,781,200
(For all cases; | K |= 3 , | T |= 4 , Cs = 0.5 , Demand Type=1 , Map Type=3)
(Time limitation is 7200 seconds.)
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A : Linearization Accuracy
A priori set of points {Rh}h∈H could be generated for the function ρjt(Rjt) in
such a way that the piecewise linear approximation ρ̂jt(Rjt) satisfies
0 ≤ ρ̂jt(Rjt)− ρjt(Rjt) ≤ ε
for all Rjt ≥ 0 and ε > 0 (Elhedhli, 2005) that is called outer linearization.
Suppose that the piecewise linear approximation ρ̂jt(Rjt) has breakdowns at
R0 = 0, R1, R2, ..., Rn(ε) and is tangent to ρjt(Rjt) at points r
1, r2, r3, ..., rn(ε)
where Rl−1 ≤ rl ≤ Rl. The values of Rl and rl are recursively determined using
the fact that ρ̂jt(Rjt) is linear between Rl−1 ≤ rl ≤ Rl with a slope of ρ´jt(rl).
Therefore, given ρ̂jt(Rl−1) and Rl−1 and using the fact that ρjt(rl) = rl/(1 + rl)2,

















to find Rl. Finding rl values to solving for the positive root of
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Finding Rl values to solving for the positive root of
R2l − [2 rl + ε (1 + rl)2]Rl + [r2l − ε (1 + rl)2] = 0
leading to









(1 + rl)2]2 − [r2l − ε (1 + rl)2]
If ρjt(Rl) + ε ≥ 1, then l = n(ε). In that case, a slightly better point Rl is chosen







(Rl − rl) = 1
and
Rl = 1 + 2 rl = Rn(ε)
Finally, for R ≥ Rn(ε), ρ̂jt(R) = 1.
In summary, we set ε as an input to the model. Then indices {Rh}h∈H are
calculated as shown above to build constraints 2.16. Moreover, regarding | H |=
n(ε), the number of constraints 2.16 could be obtained by | J | ∗ | H | ∗ | T |.
Similarly, it is possible to propose an approximation which satisfies
0 ≤ ρjt(Rjt)− ρ̂jt(Rjt) ≤ ε
which is called inner linearization. However, it this paper, an outer linearization
is executed as explained above.
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B : Mathematical Proof of User-cuts
B.1 Validity Proof of Mixed-Dicuts:
Proof of inequalities 3.1:



































































































































Having equations B.2 and B.3 results in inequalities 3.1.
B.2 Validity Proof of Enhanced-MIR Cuts:
Firstly, lets prove the validity of these inequalities which are called enhanced-MIR
in the literature (Bodur and Luedtke, 2016).
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Having u+η1 ≥ b1 and u+η2 ≥ b2 while u ≥ 0 , η1 ∈ Z , η2 ∈ Z and (b2− b1) /∈ Z,
the inequality
u ≥ f(b2 − b1) (db2 − b1e − (η2 − η1)) + b1 − η1 (B.4)
is valid for the integral set where f(b2 − b1) = b2 − b1 − bb2 − b1c > 0 (Bodur and
Luedtke, 2016).
Proof:
According to the Proposition 8.6 of Wolsey, 1998, inequality x ≥ f(b)(dbe − y) is
valid for any set X≥ = {(x, y) ∈ R1+ × Z1 : x+ y ≥ b}where f(b) = b− dbe > 0.
Now, let ϕ = u+ η1− b1, as u+ η1 ≥ b1, so ϕ ≥ 0. In addition, η1 ∈ Z and η2 ∈ Z,
so η2 − η1 ∈ Z. Thus, if (b2 − b1) /∈ Z, we can write
ϕ = u+ η1 − b1 u+η2≥b2======⇒ ϕ ≥ b2 − η2 + η1 − b1 = (b2 − b1)− (η2 − η1)
=⇒ ϕ+ (η2 − η1) ≥ (b2 − b1) when

ϕ ≥ 0
(η2 − η1) ∈ Z
(b2 − b1) /∈ Z
Proposition 8.6 of Wolsey, 1998
=======================⇒ ϕ ≥ f(b2 − b1) (db2 − b1e − (η2 − η1))
ϕ=u+η1−b1
=======⇒ u ≥ f(b2 − b1) (db2 − b1e − (η2 − η1)) + b1 − η1
Also, having u + b1 ≥ η1 and u + b2 ≥ η2 while u ≥ 0 , η1 ∈ Z , η2 ∈ Z and
(b2 − b1) /∈ Z, the inequality
u ≥ (1− f(b2 − b1)) ((η2 − η1)− bb2 − b1c) + η1 − b1 (B.5)
is valid for the integral set where f(b2 − b1) = b2 − b1 − bb2 − b1c > 0.
Proof:
According to the Corollary of Proposition 8.6 of Wolsey, 1998, inequality x ≥
(1− f(b)) (y − bbc) is valid for any set X≤ = {(x, y) ∈ R1+ × Z1 : x + b ≥ y}
where f(b) = b− dbe > 0.
Now, let ϕ = u+ b1− η1, as u+ b1 ≥ η1, so ϕ ≥ 0. In addition, η1 ∈ Z and η2 ∈ Z,
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so η2 − η1 ∈ Z. Thus, if (b2 − b1) /∈ Z, we can write
ϕ = u+ b1 − η1 u+b2≥η2======⇒ ϕ ≥ η2 − b2 + b1 − η1 = (η2 − η1)− (b2 − b1)
=⇒ ϕ+ (b2 − b1) ≥ (η2 − η1) when

ϕ ≥ 0
(η2 − η1) ∈ Z
(b2 − b1) /∈ Z
Corollary of
=======================⇒
Proposition 8.6 of Wolsey, 1998
ϕ ≥ (1− f(b2 − b1)) ((η2 − η1)− bb2 − b1c)
ϕ=u+b1−η1
=======⇒ u ≥ (1− f(b2 − b1)) ((η2 − η1)− bb2 − b1c) + η1 − b1
Having proved the validity of enhanced-MIR cuts in generic form, we create this
kind of inequalities for our formulation;
Proof of inequalities 3.15:
Having constraints 2.4 (
∑
k∈K yjkjk1 = 1) and continuous values α, β > 0, we
can have expressions α
∑
kˆ∈K yjˆkjˆ kˆ1 = α and β
∑
k˘∈K yj˘kj˘ k˘1 = β for each jˆ, j˘ ∈ J .






kˆ∈K yjˆkjˆ kˆ1 ≤
∑
k´∈K yjk´kt − α ; ∀ j, jˆ ∈ J, k ∈ K, t ∈ T
zjkt − β
∑
k˘∈K yj˘kj˘ k˘1 ≤
∑

















yjk´kt − zjkt + dαe
∑
kˆ∈K
yjˆkjˆ kˆ1 ≥ α
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Similarly, we have
∑
k´∈K yjk´kt − zjkt + dβe
∑
k˘∈K yj˘kj˘ k˘1 ≥ β while
∑
k´∈K yjk´kt −
zjkt ≥ 0 because of constraints 2.10 (zjkt ≤
∑












b1 = α 6= β = b2
=⇒
{
u+ η1 ≥ b1
u+ η2 ≥ b2
B.4
==⇒ u ≥ f(b2 − b1) (db2 − b1e − (η2 − η1)) + b1 − η1 =⇒∑
k´∈K
yjk´kt − zjkt ≥
f(β − α)
dβ − αe − dβe∑
k˘∈K













α + f(β − α)
dβ − αe − dβe∑
k˘∈K









yjk´kt − zjkt + f(α− β)dαe
∑
kˆ∈K
yjˆkjˆ kˆ1 ≥ α + f(β − α)




By replacing constraints 2.11 (wjkt ≤ M
∑
k´∈K yjk´kt) by 2.10 (zjkt ≤
∑
k´∈K yjk´kt),
validity of inequalities 3.18 could also be mathematically proved in a similar
way.
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Proof of inequalities 3.16:
Having constraints 2.4 (
∑
k∈K yjkjk1 = 1) and continuous values α, β > 0, we
can have expressions α
∑
kˆ∈K yjˆkjˆ kˆ1 = α and β
∑
k˘∈K yj˘kj˘ k˘1 = β for each jˆ, j˘ ∈ J .






kˆ∈K yjˆkjˆ kˆ1 ≤
∑
k´∈K yjk´kt + α ; ∀ j, jˆ ∈ J, k ∈ K, t ∈ T
zjkt + β
∑
k˘∈K yj˘kj˘ k˘1 ≤
∑























k´∈K yjk´kt − zjkt + β ≥ bβc
∑
k˘∈K yj˘kj˘ k˘1 while
∑
k´∈K yjk´kt −
zjkt ≥ 0 because of constraints 2.10 (zjkt ≤
∑












b1 = α 6= β = b2
=⇒
{
u+ b1 ≥ η1
u+ b2 ≥ η2
B.5
==⇒ u ≥ (1− f(b2 − b1)) ((η2 − η1)− bb2 − b1c) + η1 − b1 =⇒∑
k´∈K
yjk´kt − zjkt ≥
(1− f(β − α))
bβc∑
k˘∈K
yj˘kj˘ k˘1 − bαc
∑
kˆ∈K
yjˆkjˆ kˆ1 − bβ − αc
+ bαc∑
kˆ∈K








yj˘kj˘ k˘1 − bαc
∑
kˆ∈K
yjˆkjˆ kˆ1 − bβ − αc
+ bαc∑
kˆ∈K




yjk´kt − zjkt + α + f(α− β)bβ − αc ≥ f(β − α)bαc
∑
kˆ∈K
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By replacing constraints 2.11 (wjkt ≤ M
∑
k´∈K yjk´kt) by 2.10 (zjkt ≤
∑
k´∈K yjk´kt),
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